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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this document is to provide an in-depth overview and detailed description of 

the design and implementation of my final year project: SOS Threat Analytics. This document 

will give an extensive description of the project, its high-level deliverables and the associated 

methodologies, technologies and techniques that were used to achieve them. Furthermore, it 

will deliver a comprehensive explanation of the specific requirements that were research and 

evaluated, to ultimately formulate the core functionality and usability of the final product. 

Outlined within will be the principal purpose of the application, a detailed breakdown of all 

functional and non-functional elements, an in-depth look at its implementation as well as visual 

representations of the GUI; illuminating the key end-user functionality. Ultimately, this 

document is intended as a structured guideline and overview of all aspects of my final year 

project. 

 

1.1 Background and Context 

I am currently employed as an ‘IT Service Delivery Manager’ within the financial services 

sector. Due to the regulated nature of the industry, security audits and external validation are 

a regular occurrence and an inherent requirement. There is an increased focus on consistently 

evaluating the integrity of a firm’s infrastructure and their associated technologies. Cyber 

threats such as Malware and Ransomware attacks can threaten a firms’ capability to conduct 

business and in some extreme cases their continuity and very existence. As such a constant 

evolution of defences and security measures is required. 

 

One area that many organizations fail to sufficiently evaluate is their underlying internal 

network activity. There is in my opinion, an under appreciation for the level of knowledge and 

protection that a strong understanding of this activity can deliver. Many organizations are now 

very cost focussed and there are of course significant costs to implementing network 

monitoring solutions and/or all-encompassing security systems (Managed services, SIEM etc.) 

I believe however, that there is the potential for a lightweight solution that can be seamlessly 

configured on an organizations network environment and that can deliver the requisite 

information and knowledge about what is going on under the hood. Hence my choice of final 

year project was a security analytics tool with a core goal of adding value and protection to 

an organization through the delivery of pro-active alerting in the event of a potential network 

threat. 

 

1.2 Project Concept 

SOS Threat Analytics is focused in the realm of Information Security and perhaps more 

specifically around the concept of security analytics. Data analytics – in the more general 

sense – is a powerful tool that is currently utilised across almost all major industries e.g. 

financial, commercial, technological. Its purpose is as a method of ingesting, filtering and 

interpreting large amounts of data in-order to better understand and glean information from 

consumers, systems, activities etc. This project deals with the concept of extracting and 

interpreting network specific information to give users a clear understanding of what is 

occurring on their network. The focus in on Cisco networks (due to their market prevalence) 

and their proprietary network protocol – Cisco NetFlow. Crucially, the final application delivers 
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a modern user interface as well as pro-active alerting to notify users of spurious network 

activity and potential (cyber) security threats. 

 

This project concept was borne out of a deep-rooted interest in Information Security and a 

desire to learn more about data analytics. Furthermore, the structure and technologies that 

were required for its successful implementation more than ensured that I was suitably 

challenged. This project required the use and continual development of skills that I had 

acquired through college as well as education in technologies in which I had no prior 

experience. Security is one of the most important topics in technology (and business) today 

and therefore I believe that this project is industry relevant, applicable, and highly topical. 

 

1.3 Project Scope & Deliverables 

Below is a list of the key, high level deliverables that guided the initial design and focused the 

successful implementation, of all aspects in the SOS Threat Analytics project. The 

methodologies and technologies required to complete the below, will be further detailed within 

this document: 

 

 
 A device (or Software solution) to actively generate NetFlow information 

 A method of ingesting large amounts of data from network devices/simulators 

 A method of storing and filtering the ingested data 

 A database structure to hold relevant/filtered data  

 A method of interrogating the data in an efficient manner 

 A front-end web application to display relevant data to the end user 

 An alerting system to communicate with the end user 

 A marketing website to display information and sales data about the application 

 Structured documentation & deliverables at all phases of the project 
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2. Definitions, Acronyms & Abbreviations 

The below explains some of the common terms and language that will be used throughout the 

document and gives some added context to the details provided. 

 

 Apache Spark 

“Apache Spark is an open-source engine developed specifically for handling large-scale data 

processing and analytics. Spark offers the ability to access data in a variety of sources, 

including Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), OpenStack Swift, Amazon S3 and 

Cassandra.” (Webopedia, 2017). Within SOS Threat Analytics, Apache Spark was utilised to 

stream and filter NetFlow data received from the NetFlow generator. ‘Spark is considered a 

fast engine for big data processing and has inbuilt modules for SQL, data streaming etc. 

 

 Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) 

Amazon S3 is “a scalable, high-speed, low-cost, web-based cloud storage service designed for 

online backup and archiving of data and application programs.” (SearchAWS, 2016). Storage 

is S3 is very popular within S3 and as such this platform was chosen to host the marketing 

website (s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/www.sosthreatanalytics.com/Index.html - 

sosthreatanalytics.com). 

 

 ASP.net MVC 

“The ASP.NET MVC is a web application framework developed by Microsoft, which implements 

the model–view–controller (MVC) pattern.” (Wikipedia, 2017). The front-end web application 

for SOS Threat Analytics was developed entirely using this framework. 

 

 Bootstrap 

Bootstrap is the most popular HTML, CSS, and JS framework for developing responsive, mobile 

first projects on the web. (BootstrapDocs, 2017). The design of both the application front-end 

and marketing website were completed in Bootstrap. 

 

 C# 

C# (pronounced "C-sharp") is an object-oriented programming language from Microsoft that 

aims to combine the computing power of C++ with the programming ease of Visual Basic. C# 

is based on C++ and contains features similar to those of Java. (SearchWinDevelopment, 

2007). Used in the development of the SOS Threat Analytics front-end web application within 

the ASP.net MVC Framework. 

 

 Functional Requirements 

The official definition of ‘a functional requirement’ is that it essentially specifies something the 

system should do. Typically, functional requirements will specify a behavior or function, for 

example: “Display the name, total size, available space and format of a flash drive connected 

to the USB port.” Other examples are “add customer” and “print invoice”. (Rqtest,2012). 

Sections 7 explains the requirements used to ensure that the basic functions of the system 

are met. The requirements refer to the basic functionality that underpins the system/user 

interaction and engagement. 
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 GUI 

A graphical user interface (GUI) is a human-computer interface (i.e., a way for humans to 

interact with computers) that uses windows, icons and menus and which can be manipulated 

by a mouse (and often to a limited extent by a keyboard as well). (linfo.org, 2004). In the 

context of this project the GUI was be built using the ASP.NET MVC framework. 

 

 Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) 

Indicators of compromise (IOCs) are “pieces of forensic data, such as data found in system 

log entries or files, that identify potentially malicious activity on a system or network.” 

Indicators of compromise aid information security and IT professionals in detecting data 

breaches, malware infections, or other threat activity. (DigitialGuardian, 2016). SOS Threat 

Analytics displays all potential IOCs to the end user via the GUI and allows them to access 

detailed information about the potential threat. 

 

 Java 

The Java™ Programming Language is a general-purpose, concurrent, strongly typed, class-

based object-oriented language. It is normally compiled to the bytecode instruction set and 

binary format defined in the Java Virtual Machine Specification. (Oracle, 2014). Java was used 

in the development of the Apache Spark Streaming application. This enabled ingestion of the 

core data and integration within the SOS Threat Analytics database environment. 

 

 JavaScript 

JavaScript is an interpreted programming or script language from Netscape. It is somewhat 

similar in capability to Microsoft's Visual Basic, Sun's Tcl, the UNIX-derived Perl, and IBM's 

REXX. (Search Microservices, 2014). JavaScript was used to enable functionality on both the 

front-end application and marketing website. 

 

 NetFlow 

Proprietary network protocol that was developed by Cisco to allow for the collection of IP traffic 

information. This is the primary data source and core element of this project. NetFlow data is 

streamed, transformed, stored and analysed to produce meaningful results about the 

underlying network activity. See Section4 of this document. 

 

 Non-Functional Requirements 

The definition for a non-functional requirement is that it essentially specifies how the system 

should behave and that it is a constraint upon the systems behaviour. One could also think of 

non-functional requirements as quality attributes for of a system. (Rqtest, 2012). In terms of 

the project, these focused on the overall performance and delivery of the end goal for the end-

product. 
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 SEO 

SEO will be utilised to enhance the visibility of this projects marketing website. SEO is short 

for search engine optimization. Search engine optimization is a methodology of strategies, 

techniques and tactics used to increase the number of visitors to a website by obtaining a 

high-ranking placement in the search results page of a search engine (SERP) -- including 

Google, Bing, Yahoo and other search engines. (Webopedia, 2017). SEO will be the final piece 

added to the SOS Threat Analytics project and is a ‘nice to have’ element. 

 

 SQL Server 

SQL Server was used for the design and implementation of the SOS Threat Analytics database 

– a key part to the project and final deliverable. Back-end integration to the Apache Spark 

application as well as front-end integration to ASP.net are what holds the solution together. 

 

SQL Server is a Microsoft product used to manage and store information. Technically, SQL 

Server is a “relational database management system” (RDMS). Broken apart, this term means 

two things. First, that data stored inside SQL Server will be housed in a “relational database”, 

and second, that SQL Server is an entire “management system”, not just a database. 

(DatabaseJournal, 2008). 

 

 Stored Procedure 

A stored procedure is a group of one or more database statements stored in the database’s 

data dictionary and called from either a remote program, another stored procedure, or the 

command line. (EssentialSQL, 2017). A detailed stored procedure has been utilized to call the 

alerting functionality within SOS Threat Analytics. 
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3. Technologies 

A plethora of different technologies were considered as part of this project implementation. 

The final technology set has changed somewhat from the initial infrastructure design but this 

had no impact on the end-deliverables. The tools and technologies utilised focussed on several 

key areas i.e. NetFlow generation, data streaming & filtering, data storage and application 

front-end development. Furthermore, the decision was taken to create an online marketing 

website which had a requirement for external hosting and SEO (Search Engine Optimisation). 

The final technology components have been listed in the table below (Fig1) and the rationale 

for these choices has been subsequently broken out in more detail. 

 

Function/Service Chosen Technology 

NetFlow Generation Paessler NetFlow Generator 

Development Environment (IDE) Eclipse 

Data Streaming 

Apache Spark 

Data Filtering 

Relational Database / Data Storage SQL Server 

Front-End Web Application 

ASP.Net MVC 

Bootstrap 

JavaScript 

Marketing Website 

Bootstrap 

JavaScript 

Web Hosting 

Amazon S3 

SEO 

Fig1: Table of required Functions and Chosen Technologies on which they were delivered  

 

3.1 Paessler NetFlow Generator 

Ultimately, it would have been ideal to have the use of a Cisco device in-order to produce the 

NetFlow data directly. However, this would be highly cost prohibitive and not conducive to 

getting the project completed. Paessler (producers of network monitoring software), have 

developed an open source NetFlow generator which was utilized to simulate NetFlow traffic 

from a Cisco device. The use of this software allowed for the validation of the project concept 

and solution in the absence of a production-like environment. This tool was downloaded from 

the following location: (https://www.paessler.com/tools/NetFlowgenerator) 
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3.2 Eclipse IDE 

As the choice was made to develop in Java, the most functional IDE on the market is Eclipse. 

The other alternative was NetBeans, but as this project was using Apache Spark Streaming, 

all information available online pointed to the use of Eclipse as the preferred option. 

 

3.3 Apache Spark 

For the purposes of this project, an Apache Spark (Streaming) context was developed in Java 

as a method of ingesting, streaming and filtering the incoming NetFlow traffic. At a high level, 

the NetFlow generated is set to target the IP address and port of the Apache Spark context, 

which actively listens for connections on that specific IP and port combination. This context 

was designed with multiple operations, to serialize, stream and filter the relevant NetFlow 

information for transfer to a waiting SQL server instance. 

 

3.4 SQL Server 

The foundation of this project was based around data. It should be no surprise that the 

database itself is perhaps the most crucial aspect of the overall infrastructure. With direct links 

to both the data generation and end user visualisation, the successful design, configuration 

and implementation of the database structure was essential to the overall project functionality. 

SQL was chosen due to a combination of previous experience and ease of integration with an 

ASP.net front end. 

 

3.5 ASP.net MVC 

The front-end web application was developed in C# using Microsoft’s ASP.net MVC framework. 

Previously familiarity and experience with this product informed the final decision. The goal 

was to create a customer facing application that delivered on all project requirements in terms 

of data visualization, look & feel, navigability and ease of use. It’s seamless integration with 

SQL server also proved a driving factor in this technology choice. The look and feel is - by 

default – created using a combination of Twitter Bootstrap and JavaScript within the MVC 

environment. 

 

3.6 Marketing Website 

To present the specifics of the product to an online audience, a static marketing website was 

also developed. The site presents a single page view with a scroll aspect to cover key 

information such as product functionality, company information, contact details etc. 

Consideration was given to the idea of merging the website and front-end application however 

this was dismissed at an early stage. The marketing website is a separate entity, developed 

entirely in Bootstrap with elements of JavaScript and web plug-ins to add some stylish features 

to the look and feel. The site acts as a key marketing tool to promote the value of the final 

product and offers another stream of activity to the end deliverable. 

 
3.6.1. Web Hosting 

The marketing website is fully hosted in Amazon S3. This platform is typically used for file 

storage, however when developing static websites, it is also seen as an ideal solution. Initial 

research demonstrated that this was a quick and easy solution that would work well for 
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delivering a highly accessible/available marketing website. This proved to be the case and the 

hosting element has proved stable, reliable and cost efficient! This site has been provisionally 

hosted here, before being migrated to a permanent address of: www.sosthreatanalytics.com 

 
3.6.2. Search Engine Optimisation 

To establish increased visibility online, a level of SEO was applied to the site. This delivers a 

higher level of online recognition and an appropriate ranking on search engines such as 

Google, Bing etc. 

 

4. Cisco NetFlow 

This project is focused around the fundamental concept of ingesting, streaming, filtering and 

visualising data. It is therefore crucial to understand the type of data on which these operations 

will be occurring. SOS Threat Analytics focusses purely on NetFlow data i.e. all analysis and 

threat detection is based on network traffic emanating from Cisco devices. NetFlow is a 

proprietary protocol that is exclusive to Cisco and can empower network analysts by providing 

detailed information such as the source and destination address of a packet, the target port, 

the protocol etc. “NetFlow is a networking protocol designed by Cisco Systems for logging and 

recording the flow of traffic received and sent within a network.” (Techopedia, 2017). SOS 

Threat Analytics looks to harness that information and use it to actively identify potential 

network threats with a view to alerting administrators within seconds of detection. 

 

So how are these packets to be analysed? Firstly, it is imperative that the structure and 

breakdown of each packet is known and understood. A typical Cisco NetFlow packet is broken 

out into two sections: 1) The Header and 2) the Flow Data. Both sections contain multiple 

different pieces of information about the packet – these are shown below in Fig2: 

 

 

Fig2: NetFlow Packet Header & Flow Data Structures 

 

For the purposes of this project, a feasible method of NetFlow generation would be required. 

Acquiring a dedicated Cisco switch of any kind would be difficult, not to mention cost 

prohibitive. Through online research the aforementioned: ‘Paessler NetFlow Generator’ was 

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/www.sosthreatanalytics.com/Index.html
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discovered. “NetFlow Generator creates artificial NetFlow Version 5 data streams without the 

need for NetFlow compatible hardware. It is a perfect tool to test the NetFlow functionality of 

PRTG or other NetFlow compatible programs. (Paessler, 2008).” This tool allows for the 

simulation of Cisco standard NetFlow data, effectively delivering a software based alternative 

that acts as the Cisco Hub (or multiple Cisco hub) to enable traffic analysis. The configured 

tool is setup as below: 

 

 

Fig3: Paessler NetFlow Generator 

 

Fig3 demonstrates a ‘Flow’ that has been configured with a destination IP and Port of a known 

threat vector. The protocol has been set to UDP and the flow has been named ‘Malware 

Simulation’. The area labelled ‘Collector’ sets out where you would like to access this flow and 

over what connection. SOS Threat Analytics targets the local Eclipse IDE on the machine’s 

localhost (127.0.0.1) over port 9996. (A production implementation would target a physical 

or virtual machine with this embedded programming language environment). The ‘Statistics’ 

section details the number of packets that have been successfully generated/sent since the 

flow was initiated. The challenge from the project perspective was the understand the flow of 

this information and to create a method to ingest and stream it. 

 

The first step to achieving this was to be able to visualise and analyse the ‘Flows’ being 

generated from the Paessler program. Effectively, it was crucial to verify that what was being 

sent/received matched the expectation in terms of packet structure, set out in Fig2. As a 

starting point, Wireshark was used to visualise an incoming packet from the ‘Paessler NetFlow 

Generator’ to ensure that the data could be captured and the various elements within would 

be visible. Fig4 shows a Wireshark capture from a typical Cisco NetFlow packet i.e. proving 

that the data from the tool could indeed be captured: 
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Fig4: Paessler Generated NetFlow Packets being captured within Wireshark 

 

Wireshark captures NetFlow data under a protocol known as CFLOW (something that was 

established after searching blindly within the tool for a significant amount of time!!). Expanding 

the data on one of these connections provides a more fine-grained level of detail. The 

constituent parts of the packet and their alignment to the Header and Flow Data structures 

shown in Fig2 become evident. Fig5 (below) shows a breakdown of the ‘Header’ within 

Wireshark. 

 

 

Fig5: NetFlow Packet ‘Header’ structure expanded within Wireshark 

 

 

Expanding the item labelled ‘pdu 1/1’ at the bottom of Fig5 

allows you to open the ‘Flow Data’ section of the packet to 

see its more detailed information (Fig6). This is of crucial 

importance as it demonstrates that the structure of the 

NetFlow packet within Wireshark is directly in line with initial 

expectations i.e. from Fig2. This ‘Proof of Concept’ (being 

able to demonstrate that the NetFlow packet from the 

Paessler tool could in fact be interpreted out into its 

constituent parts) formed the baseline for the next step i.e. 

physically dissecting a packet, streaming it, and storing the 

output. This will be broken out in detail as part of Section9 – 

Implementation. 

 

Fig6: NetFlow Packet ‘Flow Data’ 
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5. Requirements Elicitation 

When engaging in any level of project design or implementation, it is critical to perform the 

requisite primary research to ensure that the concept is valid, well thought out and applicable 

to your chosen market or customer base. It is exceptionally important to engage with potential 

users/customers to accurately understand their requirements and expectations from a given 

product. As such, focussed questionnaires and conversations (face to face and phone) were 

conducted with five individuals who were well placed to provide applicable and actionable 

feedback. These individuals were chosen due to their fields of expertise and levels of familiarity 

with technology. Furthermore, they also demonstrated a genuine interest in the project 

following initial telephone discussions.  

 

All five individuals were asked to review the ‘Project Proposal’ document in advance of 

completing a structured questionnaire so that they could attain a strong understanding of both 

the core concepts and end-goals of the project. This level of engagement proved a highly 

useful exercise and assisted in shaping the core set of requirements for the end-product. All 

five interviewees later engaged as ‘software testers’ once there was an accessible version of 

the application (test results are detailed later within this document). The basic set of user 

requirements can be found in ‘Section6’ of this document and the completed questionnaires 

can be found in the ‘Appendices’. 

 

6. Basic User Requirements Definition 

The core functionality – established with the help of the structured interviews and 

questionnaires – that was required for the application to function at an optimum level from an 

end-user perspective is as follows: 

 
 Initial Application connectivity/accessibility 

 Ability to register a user account 

 Area to Sign-In & Sign-Out (Registered Users) 

 Ability to browse network activity sections (site navigability) 

 Ability to print details 

 Ability to log support cases/queries/provide feedback 

 Facility to receive alerts from the application 

o Email 

o SMS 

 Ability to access Marketing Website 
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7. Requirements Specification 

Requirements, both functional & non-functional will be detailed in the below section. 

Collectively this will deliver a solid picture of the collective requirements that were core to the 

overall solution design and determination of the application functionality and performance in 

production. Section 6 detailed the basic user requirements for the application and these have 

expanded/evolved as the product has moved through different iterations of design, testing 

and implementation. 

 

7.1 Functional Requirements – Application 

The functional requirements in this section highlight all fundamental functionality that that 

was implemented for the application to run in the desired manner and to operate all core 

functionality as expected. As previously mentioned, these core functional requirements were 

initially constructed and informed by the primary research executed with potential users. 

Firstly, below is a use case diagram for the complete system: 

 

 

Fig7: SOS Threat Analytics – High Level System Overview  

 

The functional requirements identified will now be broken out and expanded as Use Cases in 

structured tables detailing their basic scenarios. These Use Cases will give an overview of the 

flow of some key activities and user interactions. 
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7.1.1. User Registration 

 Description & Priority 

This requirement relates to an ‘unregistered’ user who is required to create a new application 

account to become an active or ‘Registered User’. This process is crucial as without it, no users 

can have accounts on the system and thus cannot access any of the functionality/services. 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for User Registration: 

Description/Scope 

Allows an individual user to register with the application and create a 

user account to gain access to the available services etc. 

Pre-Condition User has not yet registered an account 

Activation ‘New User’ accesses the application and clicks on the ‘Registration’ link 

Main Flow 

 User visits the ‘Registration page’ and enters all requested 

information i.e. name, email etc. 

 Application displays a confirmation page/message and advises the 

user that they have entered the information correctly and that 

their account has been successfully created 

Alternate Flow 

Fields not completed: 

 User has not completed all relevant fields so the application will 

highlight all required fields and wait until the user re-submits with 

the correct information 

Username already exists 

 User supplies a ‘username’ that is already registered. The 

application will re-direct the user to the registration page (blank) 

Termination 

 Main Flow: User Successfully registers account 

 Alternate Flow: User fails to register 

Post Condition 

 Main Flow: User reverted to Home Page 

 Alternate Flows: User must attempt to register again 

 

Fig8: Use Case Diagram for User Registration  
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7.1.2. User Sign-In 

 Description & Priority 

This requirement presents the ability for the ‘Registered User’ to log into the system. This 

requirement is key to the system in terms of allowing the user access to functionality as well 

as access to their own profile etc.  

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for User Sign-In: 

Description/Scope 

Allows a registered user to identify themselves on the application and 

access the required functionality/services via their designated account. 

Pre-Condition 

User holds a valid account but has not yet authenticated onto the 

application during their session. 

Activation 

The use case starts when a ‘Registered user’ visits the log-in page of the 

application, enters their credentials and clicks Sign-In. 

Main Flow 

 ‘Registered User’ navigates to the application and enters the 

required credentials followed by clicking the ‘Sign-in’ button. 

 System validates their credentials (authentication) & now provides 

access to the application under their account 

 User can now access their profile and view all navigable pages that 

are available to them. 

Alternate Flow 

 ‘Registered User’ opens the application and enters invalid credentials 

followed by clicking the ‘Sign-in’ button. 

 Application displays an error requesting that the User re-enters their 

credentials and again attempts to authenticate. 

Termination 

 Main Flow: Credentials authenticated 

 Alternate Flow: Credentials unauthenticated 

Post Condition 

 Main Flow: User can access application and functionality  

 Alternate Flow: User returned to sign-in page 

 

 

Fig9: Use Case Diagram for User Sign-In  
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7.1.3. View User Profile 

 Description & Priority 

This requirement presents the ability for the ‘Signed-In User’ to view their account details. 

Offers the opportunity for a user to review their details so that they can confirm they are still 

relevant etc. This requirement is not deemed critical however it is a useful function for each 

individual user. 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for View User Profile: 

Description/Scope 
Allows the user access to their profile page where they can view their 

permanent information (Name, email address etc.) 

Pre-Condition User must be registered i.e. have a valid user account 

Activation Users clicks on their name on the top right of the screen 

Main Flow 

 Users clicks on their name on the top right of the screen 

 User can view their details 

 User has the option to revert to the main page 

 User has the option to edit their details 

Alternate Flow 

 User clicks on their name on the top right of the screen 

 Profile is not accessible 

o Issue with application 

o Users internet connection issue 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User successfully views their Profile 

 Alternate Flow: User cannot access their profile 

Post Condition 
 Main flow: User can remain on or navigate away from page 

 Alternate Flow: User has no access – investigation required 
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7.1.4. Update User Profile 

 Description & Priority 

This requirement presents the ability for the ‘Signed-In User’ to review and edit their account 

details. This requirement is not deemed critical however it is important in respect to the details 

required for event notification etc. Users must ensure that their relevant contact details (phone 

and email) are kept up to date. 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for Update User Profile: 

Description/Scope 
Allows the user access to their profile page and be granted the ability to 

update their personal account details (Name, email address etc.) 

Pre-Condition User must be registered i.e. have a valid account with the site 

Activation User clicks on the ‘Update Profile’ icon/link  

Main Flow 

 User clicks option to ‘View Profile’ 

 User can view their details 

 User clicks – ‘Update Profile’ option 

 User makes necessary changes 

 User chooses to ‘Save’ necessary changes 

 Database updates profile, stores and saves the new information 

 User reverted to ‘View Profile’ page and can see updated details 

Alternate Flow  User decides against making changes 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User saves changes 

 Alternate Flow: User navigates from page 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: User profile is updated 

 Alternate Flow: User profile in left unchanged 

 
7.1.5. Application Navigation 

 Description & Priority 

The navigation across any application or website is of critical importance as it allows the user 

to access the functionality and information they require. The requirement allows the user to 

browse to different application sections such as support, reports etc. 

 

 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for Application Navigation: 

Description/Scope Allows users to browse different sections of the application 

Pre-Condition User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

Activation Users’ clicks away from main page to an alternative menu option 
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Main Flow 
 User clicks on menu option (profile, reports etc.) 

 User is presented with requested page  

Alternate Flow  User remains on original page 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User halts navigation at requested page 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on original page 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: User accesses/views requested page 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on same page 

 
7.1.6. Access Dashboard 

 Description & Priority 

The ‘Dashboard’ section within SOS Threat Analytics delivers a high-level overview of all threat 

activity. A JavaScript plug-in delivers a visual representation of the number of live threats that 

have hit the network. Furthermore, the dashboard provides a host of news feeds including 

Twitter and RSS feeds related to Information Security 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for Accessing the Dashboard: 

Description/Scope Allows access to the ‘Dashboard’ section of the application 

Pre-Condition User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

Activation User clicks on the ‘Dashboard’ menu option 

Main Flow 
 User clicks on the ‘Dashboard’ menu option 

 User is presented with the Dashboard page 

Alternate Flow  User remains on original page 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User halts navigation at Dashboard page 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on original page 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: User accesses/views Dashboard page 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on same page 

 
7.1.7. View IOC Graphic 

The first thing that is visible on the Dashboard is a graphic (pie or bar chart) that offers a 

visual representation of the number of potential threats that have hit the users’ infrastructure 

to that date. We refer to these threats as ‘Indicators of Compromise’ (IOC). This graphic 

appears at the top left-hand side of the ‘Dashboard view’. 
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 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for Viewing the IOC Graphic on the Dashboard: 

Description/Scope 
Delivers a visible representation of the number of IOCs hitting the user’s 

infrastructure 

Pre-Condition User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

Activation User clicks on the ‘Dashboard’ menu option 

Main Flow 

 User clicks on the ‘Dashboard’ menu option 

 User is presented with the Dashboard page including the ‘IOC 

Graphic’ in the top left of the display 

Alternate Flow  User remains on original page (does not click Dashboard) 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User halts navigation at Dashboard page 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on original page 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: User accesses/views the IOC Graphic 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on same page 

 
7.1.8. View Twitter Feed 

 Description & Priority 

Embedded within the Dashboard is a Twitter feed directly linked to the official ‘SOS Threat 

Analytics’ twitter account. This is a useful interface between the product team and end user, 

delivering up to date news as soon as it comes to light. SOS Threat Analytics highlight network 

specific threats to ensure that clients are fully aware of the ever-expanding threatscape. 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for Viewing the SOS Threat Analytics Twitter Feed: 

Description/Scope Allows user to see a live Twitter Feed from SOS Threat Analytics 

Pre-Condition User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

Activation User clicks on the ‘Dashboard’ menu option 

Main Flow 

 User clicks on the ‘Dashboard’ menu option 

 User is presented with the Dashboard page including the live SOS 

Threat Analytics Twitter feed 

Alternate Flow  User remains on original page (does not click Dashboard) 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User halts navigation at Dashboard page 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on original page 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: User accesses/views Twitter Feed 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on same page 
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7.1.9. View Security Based RSS Feeds 

 Description & Priority 

Embedded within the Dashboard is a set of pre-configured security related RSS Feeds. By 

default, 3 feeds are provided and these can be changed at a user’s request. RSS feeds such 

as ‘Krebs on Security’ provide the latest in cyber threat news and can be an invaluable tool in 

keeping users informed on current risks and security trends. 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for Viewing the set of Security based RSS Feeds on the Dashboard: 

Description/Scope Allows users access to live security related RSS Feeds 

Pre-Condition User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

Activation User clicks on the ‘Dashboard’ menu option 

Main Flow 

 User clicks on the ‘Dashboard’ menu option 

 User is presented with the Dashboard page including the live SOS 

Threat Analytics Twitter feed 

Alternate Flow  User remains on original page (does not click Dashboard) 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User halts navigation at Dashboard page 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on original page 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: User accesses/views Twitter Feed 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on same page 

 
7.1.10. Access the Indicators of Compromise Page 

 Description & Priority 

The Indicators of Compromise (IOC) page is perhaps the most important area of the SOS 

Threat Analytics application. It is in here that a user can access an overview of the potential 

threats that have been flagged on their network. Furthermore, they can request a detailed 

breakdown of the threat which will include advisory information on rectifying/removing the 

threat as well as preventing future reoccurrence. There are two ways to access the IOC page 

and both will be broken out below in separate use cases: 

 

 Use Case for Nav-Bar Access 

Below is the Use case for accessing the IOC page from the Nav-Bar at the top of the page 

Description/Scope 
Allows users access to ‘Indicators of Compromise’ page which provides 

details of all potential threats flagged on the network 

Pre-Condition User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

Activation User clicks on the ‘Indicators of Compromise’ Nav-Bar menu option 

Main Flow 

 User clicks on the ‘Indicators of Compromise’ Nav-Bar menu option 

 User is presented with the Indicators of Compromise page which 

provides high-level details on all potential network threats 
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Alternate Flow  User remains on original page (does not click IOC Nav-Bar menu) 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User halts navigation at IOC page 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on original page 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: User accesses/views IOC page and reviews information 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on same page 

 

 Use Case for Access from IOC Graphic on Dashboard 

Below is the Use case for accessing the IOC page by clicking the IOC Graphic on the Dashboard 

page: 

Description/Scope 
Allows users access to ‘Indicators of Compromise’ page which provides 

details of all potential threats flagged on the network 

Pre-Condition 
 User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

 User has navigated to the ‘Dashboard’ page 

Activation User clicks on the ‘IOC Graphic’ within the ‘Dashboard’ page 

Main Flow 

 User clicks on the ‘IOC Graphic’ within the ‘Dashboard’ page 

 User is presented with the Indicators of Compromise page which 

provides high-level details on all potential network threats 

Alternate Flow  User remains on original page (does not click IOC Graphic) 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User halts navigation at IOC page 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on original page 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: User accesses/views IOC page and reviews information 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on same page 

 
7.1.11. Access Detailed IOC Information 

 Description & Priority 

One of the key selling points of the SOS Threat Analytics application is the ability to highlight 

potential issues to a user. Perhaps however, the unique selling point of the product is the 

ability to drill down further into each identified ‘Indicator of Compromise’ to access an in-depth 

overview of the issue, its potential impact as well as methods of resolution and future 

prevention. Within the IOC page there is an option to click ‘Detailed IOC Information’ where 

the high-level details of the threat will be presented alongside an ‘iFrame’ containing the 

relevant security advisory document. This is a critical aspect of the application and a key piece 

of functionality. 

 

 Use Case to access ‘Detailed IOC Information’ 

Below is the Use case for accessing the Detailed IOC Information page 

Description/Scope 
Allows the user to view and review and in-depth breakdown of the 

potential threat, proposed resolution and future preventive actions. 

Pre-Condition 
 User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

 User has navigated to the ‘Indicators of Compromise’ page 
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Activation User clicks ‘Detailed IOC Information’ option 

Main Flow 

 User clicks on the ‘Detailed IOC Information’ within the ‘IOC’ page 

 User is presented with an in-depth breakdown of the potential threat 

accompanied by an embedded document/web page that describes 

the threat, potential avenues for resolution and options for future 

preventative measures. 

Alternate Flow  User remains on IOC page 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User halts navigation or navigates away from page 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on IOC page 

Post Condition 

 Main Flow: User has access to a detailed breakdown of the chosen 

IOC 

 Alternate Flow: User remains on IOC page 

 
7.1.12. Access a list of monitored Devices 

 Description & Priority 

Users of the application will want to ensure that an appropriate list of network devices are 

catered for within their environment. They will also want to be able to check and validate that 

the list of monitored devices is in line with their expectation. The ‘Device Listing’ Page provides 

this functionality and delivers an easily understandable overview of the list of devices in scope 

for the SOS Threat Analytics application. 

 

 Use Case for Accessing a List of Devices 

Below is the use case to access the list of devices in scope for monitoring 

Description/Scope Allows the user to view the list of devices in scope for monitoring 

Pre-Condition 
 User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

 User has logged into the application 

Activation User clicks ‘Device Listing’ option from the Nav-Bar 

Main Flow 

 User clicks ‘Device Listing’ option from the Nav-Bar 

 User is presented with list of all devices in scope for monitoring by 

the SOS Threat Analytics application 

Alternate Flow  User fails to access page 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User halts navigation or navigates away from page 

 Alternate Flow: User continually fails and cannot gain access 

Post Condition 

 Main Flow: User has access to a full list of devices 

 Alternate Flow: User logs a support request with SOS Threat 

Analytics 
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7.1.13. Access Device Details 

 Description & Priority 

Rather than simply viewing a list of devices, the user has a further option to view each device 

individually alongside a visual of the device in question. In a production environment, this is 

a helpful addition if the device is in a computer room or in an off-site location as it can refresh 

the user’s memory as to the physical dimensions, ports available etc. on a particular device. 

 Use Case for Viewing Device Details 

Below is the use case to access the details of an individual device 

Description/Scope 
Allows the user to view a single device in detail alongside a visual of the 

device 

Pre-Condition 

 User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

 User has logged into the application 

 User has navigated to the ‘Device Listing’ page 

Activation User clicks ‘Details’ option for an individual device 

Main Flow 

 User clicks ‘‘Details’ option for an individual device  

 User is presented with detailed information about the chosen device 

alongside a visual of that device 

Alternate Flow  User fails to access page 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User halts navigation or navigates away from page 

 Alternate Flow: User continually fails and cannot gain access 

Post Condition 

 Main Flow: User has access to the full details of the device 

 Alternate Flow: User logs a support request with SOS Threat 

Analytics 

 
7.1.14. Access Vendor & Client Contacts 

 Description & Priority 

To ensure that both the vendor (SOS Threat Analytics) and the client understand the preferred 

contact list for queries, support etc. The ‘Contacts’ page details all support contact email 

addresses and telephone numbers for teams/individuals engaged in the monitoring 

process/contract. 

 

 Use Case for Viewing the Contacts 

Below is the use case to access ‘Contacts’ list 

Description/Scope Allows the user to view the list of key contacts for the support contract 

Pre-Condition 
 User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

 User has logged into the application 

Activation User clicks ‘Contacts’ option from the Nav-Bar 

Main Flow 

 User clicks ‘Contacts’ option from the Nav-Bar 

 User is presented with the list of key Contacts for the support 

contract 
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Alternate Flow  User fails to access page 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User halts navigation or navigates away from page 

 Alternate Flow: User continually fails and cannot gain access 

Post Condition 

 Main Flow: User has access to a full list of contacts 

 Alternate Flow: User logs a support request with SOS Threat 

Analytics 

 
7.1.15. Adding/Deleting/Amending a Contact 

 Description & Priority 

Not a high priority but a facility has been provided to enable the user to add, edit or delete a 

contact as they see fit. This ensure that the dedicated ‘Contacts’ list remains current and 

relative. Each use case has been broken out below. 

 

 Use Case for Adding a Contact 

Below is the use case to add to the ‘Contacts’ list 

Description/Scope Allows the user to add a new contact to the ‘Contacts List’ 

Pre-Condition 

 User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

 User has logged into the application 

 User has navigated to the ‘Contacts’ page 

Activation User clicks ‘Create new’ option from the Contacts Page 

Main Flow 

 User clicks ‘Create new’ option from the Contacts Page 

 User presented with several fields for completion to add a new user 

 User completes all fields and adds the user as required 

Alternate Flows 
 User does not complete all required fields 

 User cannot access required page 

Termination 

 Main Flow: New User is successfully added to the contacts list 

 Alternate Flow1: User must re-complete the required fields 

 Alternate Flow2: User continually fails and cannot gain access 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: New Contact added to list 

 Alternate Flow: Fails to add new Contact 

 

 Use Case for Editing a Contact 

Below is the use case to edit and existing ‘Contact’ within the list: 

Description/Scope Allows the user to amend an existing contact in the ‘Contacts’ list 

Pre-Condition 

 User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

 User has logged into the application 

 User has navigated to the ‘Contacts’ page 

Activation User clicks ‘Edit option for a particular contact name 
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Main Flow 

 User clicks ‘Edit option for a particular contact name 

 User presented with several fields that can be edited 

 User makes required changes 

Alternate Flows 
 User does not make any changes 

 User cannot access required page 

Termination 

 Main Flow: User makes all required changes and saves Contact 

 Alternate Flow1: User navigates from change without making a 

change 

 Alternate Flow2: User continually fails and cannot gain access 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: Change made to specific ‘Contact’ 

 Alternate Flow: Contact remains unchanged 

 

 Use Case for Deleting a Contact 

Below is the use case to delete from the ‘Contacts’ list 

Description/Scope Allows the user to delete an existing contact from the ‘Contacts List’ 

Pre-Condition 

 User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

 User has logged into the application 

 User has navigated to the ‘Contacts’ page 

Activation User clicks ‘Delete’ option from the Contacts Page 

Main Flow 

 User clicks ‘Delete’ option from the Contacts Page  

 User presented with confirmation page for deletion 

 User confirms deletion 

Alternate Flows 
 User does not confirm deletion 

 User cannot access required page 

Termination 

 Main Flow: User clicks delete and is reverted to contacts list 

 Alternate Flow1: User navigates away with no deletion action 

 Alternate Flow2: User continually fails and cannot gain access 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: Contact successfully deleted 

 Alternate Flow: No change to existing Contacts list 

 

7.1.16. Log a Support Request 

 Description & Priority 

If a user experiences an issue with the application, it is important that they can log a support 

call and get some assistance. Whilst not deemed a core feature of the application this is a nice 

to have and a good customer service element to the overall product. 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case to Create a Support Request: 

Description/Scope Facility to create a support request on the application 

Pre-Condition 
 User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

 User has logged into the application 
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Activation User clicks on ‘Contacts’ page 

Main Flow 

 User clicks on ‘Contacts’ page from the Nav-Bar 

 User presented with an email form on bottom right of page 

 User populates details 

 User clicks send 

Alternate Flow 

 User clicks on ‘Contacts’ page from the Nav-Bar 

 User presented with an email form 

 User does not complete request 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User clicks send 

 Alternate Flow: User navigates from page 

Post Condition 
 Main flow: Query is logged with support 

 Alternate Flow: No query is logged 

 
7.1.17. Print Pages 

 Description & Priority 

Delivers the ability to print details directly from the application e.g. IOC’s, Device Details etc. 

This is an attractive function to an engaged end-user with a focus on network activity. 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case to print a page: 

Description/Scope Facility to print details directly from the application 

Pre-Condition 
 User must be registered i.e. have a valid application account 

 User has logged into the application 

Activation User navigates to the required page (IOC, Device Listing etc.) 

Main Flow 

 User navigates to the required page (IOC, Device Listing etc.) 

 User clicks Print option 

 User configures local printer 

 Job is printed 

Alternate Flow 
 User navigates to the required page (IOC, Device Listing etc.) 

 User fails to print details 

Termination 
 Main Flow: Details are printed and user navigates from page 

 Alternate Flow: User fails to print details 

Post Condition 
 Main flow: Print job is successfully completed 

 Alternate Flow: No printing takes place, user may log a support call 

 
7.1.18. Alerting & Notifications 

 Description & Priority 

Whilst the capture, filtering and visualisation is at the core of this project it is also worth noting 

the importance of alerting users to the issues identified. This is a core service offering to the 

end user and is the key selling point for the product. It is essential for the application to have 

the necessary capabilities to communicate with the end users via the email and SMS details 

they will have provided within the contacts list. 
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 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for Alerts & Notifications: 

Description/Scope 
Registered users can receive notifications around network activity – 

particularly of a spurious/potentially malicious nature 

Pre-Condition 
User must hold a registered account and have provided the required 

details i.e. email address and mobile number 

Activation Event occurs onsite that requires user notification 

Main Flow 
 Event occurs; user(s) receives notification via either phone or email. 

User then takes appropriate action. 

Alternate Flow  Event occurs but user fails to receive notification 

Termination 
 Main Flow: Application sends required notification 

 Alternate Flow: No notification sent to user 

Post Condition 

 Main Flow: User receives notification from site. 

 Alternate flow: Site fails to send notification. User to log a support 

call with SOS Threat Analytics. Technical and contact details to be 

reviewed and tested. 

 

7.2 Functional Requirements – System 

The functional requirements in this section will highlight all fundamental functionality that will 

need to be in operation for the back-end system operations to function at an optimal level. 

These core functionalities relate to the infrastructure and generation of data to which the user 

will be given access. This side of the functionality will not be directly seen or interacted with, 

by the user. 

 
7.2.1. NetFlow Generation 

The core concept of this project is the interpretation of NetFlow data to better inform the end-

user of the underlying activity on their network. Therefore, the most fundamental aspect of 

the project is the generation of that NetFlow data. In the absence of a live Cisco switch – due 

to prohibitive expense – NetFlow generation will be done using a software based solution. The 

software tool is open source and has been developed by Paessler (see Section4). 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for NetFlow Generation: 

Description/Scope Facility to generate NetFlow Data 

Pre-Condition 
Paessler NetFlow generator has been installed successfully and is 

functioning as expected 

Activation 

A stream of NetFlow data is configured to be sent to a specific address – 

in this case the IP address of the Hortonworks instance which is hosted 

on Microsoft Azure 

Main Flow  System admin generates NetFlow data to intended IP Address 

Alternate Flow 
 No NetFlow data generated or NetFlow data generated and targeting 

an incorrect IP address 
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Termination 
 Main Flow: System Admin terminates Stream of NetFlow Data 

 Alternate Flow: System Admin terminates Stream of NetFlow Data 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: No generation of NetFlow data 

 Alternate Flow: No generation of NetFlow data 

 
7.2.2. Apache Spark Application 

 Description & Priority 

The ‘Apache Spark’ application is responsible for the streaming and filtering of the incoming 

NetFlow data. This application must take the ingested data, manipulate it as required and 

seamlessly stream it to the SQL Server Database. A full breakdown of the application will be 

provided in Section 9 (Implementation) of this document. 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for the Apache Spark Application 

Description/Scope 

Apache Spark application (written in Java) must successfully manipulate 

the ingested NetFlow data to extract the required IP and Port 

information. It must then stream this data to the SQL database. 

Pre-Condition 

System Admin must have full access to the Eclipse IDE in which the code 

is written and must have all required username password details for the 

SQL server instance. 

Activation 
System admin writes and test the code to ensure that it performs in line 

with expectation 

Main Flow  System Admin writes and tests Apache Spark application as required 

Alternate Flow 
 System Admin fails to write the Apache Spark application 

appropriately 

Termination 

 Main Flow: Functioning Apache Spark application is written and 

tested appropriately 

 Alternate Flow: Apache Spark application is not completed 

Post Condition 

 Main Flow: NetFlow data ingested is successfully filtered and 

streamed to database 

 Alternate Flow: NetFlow data cannot be streamed to the database 

and product will not function correctly 

 
7.2.3. Front-End Application 

 Description & Priority 

For the application functionality outlined in section 7.1 to function, the application itself needs 

to be written and tested in the correct manner. The application must be written to present the 

required look & feel as well as a high-level of usability. Critically, the application must be 

designed and implemented to read from the database to display the data in an accurate 

manner. 

 

 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for the development of the Front-End Application 
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Description/Scope 

A front-end web application must be developed in ASP.net MVC and the 

pages must be suitably designed for navigability, usability as well as look 

and feel. A combination of Bootstrap and JavaScript must be present 

Pre-Condition 

System Admin must have full access to the required development tools 

in order to test all aspects of the application (design and usability, 

database integration etc.) 

Activation 
System admin writes and test the code to ensure that it performs in line 

with expectation 

Main Flow  System Admin writes and tests the ASP.Net application as required 

Alternate Flow  System Admin fails to write the ASP.net application 

Termination 

 Main Flow: Functioning front-end application is written and tested 

appropriately 

 Alternate Flow: Front-End application is not completed 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: Application is ready and fit for use 

 Alternate Flow: Application not available for use 

 

7.3 Functional Requirements – Data 

This section will detail the project requirements from a data perspective. Within Section 7.2, 

the system requirements have been outlined and the core concept of NetFlow data streaming 

into the Apache Spark application has been covered. This section will describe the storage of 

data and its path to the end user. 

 

7.3.1. SQL Server – Relational Database 

 Description & Priority 

For its straightforward integration with ASP.net web applications, SQL server has been chosen 

to store all data and to interact with the front-end web application. Streaming data from the 

Apache Spark application will be injected into the SQL server database table as required. The 

ASP.net MVC application will be designed in a ‘Database First’ manner so that the models can 

be built using the required database tables from SQL server. 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for SQL Server: 

Description/Scope 
An instance of SQL server will be used to store all data and this data will 

interact directly with the end-user’s front-end application 

Pre-Condition A valid version of SQL server must be available to the system admin 

Activation 
System Admin creates the database along with all relevant database 

tables, views and Stored Procedures 

Main Flow 
 System Admin tests configuration and can successfully access and 

store the requisite NetFlow data that is streamed from Apache Spark 

Alternate Flow 
 System admin fails to create the SQL server database in the correct 

manner and data cannot be ingested/stored 
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Termination 

 Main Flow: System admin creates and validates the SQL Server 

virtual machine within the Microsoft Azure portal 

 Alternate Flow: System admin fails to create the SQL server VM 

Post Condition 

 Main Flow: SQL server VM created and tested. NetFlow data stored 

in required table and accessible via the front-end application 

 Alternate Flow: SQL server instance unavailable 

 
7.3.2. Relational Database Structure 

Once the above requirements have been met and the required data can populate a SQL server 

database, it is important that the database structure has been established and configured. The 

specific structure of the database tables will be outlined in detail within Section9: 

Implementation. 

 

7.4 Functional Requirements – Marketing Website 

As part of the project, a static marketing website will be built as a promotional tool and will 

contain all relevant product data and contact information. This site will be developed using 

bootstrap and will be hosted on Amazon’s S3 platform. There is a requirement for ‘Search 

Engine Optimization’ to be enabled and configured for the site to increase in profile. 

 
7.4.1. Site Hosting 

 Description & Priority 

The marketing website will be hosted on the Amazon S3 platform. There is a requirement for 

the site to be configured and be made accessible to users on a 24/7 basis 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for the hosting of the proposed marketing website 

Description/Scope 
A single page bootstrap web page must be hosted on the Amazon S3 

platform. This site is purely developed for marketing purposes 

Pre-Condition 
Website must be built, configured, and populated with the appropriate 

content 

Activation 
Site is created and signed-off. S3 account is created and site is ready for 

upload/hosting 

Main Flow 
 System Admin configures the site on S3, commits the data and put 

the page into a ‘Production’ state 

Alternate Flow  System Admin fails to place the site in a ‘Production’ state 

Termination 
 Main Flow: Site is live and available for admin testing 

 Alternate Flow: Site is not live and no web address is produced 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: Site is ready to be accessed/tested by users 

 Alternate Flow: Site not accessible to users 

 

7.4.2. Site Connectivity / Accessibility 

 Description & Priority 
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A key requirement for the site is accessibility. The users must have an appropriate web address 

so that they can connect to the site as required. 

 
 Use Case 

Below is the Use Case for user access to the marketing website 

Description/Scope 
User must be able to connect to the site in order to access the marketing 

information and product details 

Pre-Condition 
Site must be live and hosted via Amazon S3. User must be connected 

to the internet and have a valid address on which to connect 

Activation User enters the site address into their web browser 

Main Flow 
 User attempts connection to web address 

 Site loads and presents user with product details etc. 

Alternate Flow 

 User attempts connection to web address 

 Site fails to load 

o Site unavailable 

o Users internet connection is down 

Termination 
 Main Flow: User connects successfully 

 Alternate Flow: Connection fails – investigation required 

Post Condition 
 Main Flow: User has access to site 

 Alternate Flow: Site unavailable 

 

7.5 Non-Functional Requirements 

Specifies any other non-functional attributes required by the system. Examples are provided 

below. 

 
7.5.1. Performance/Response Time Required 

The application must be responsive to promote usability and returning users. If there was a 

significant lag in response to user interaction this could discourage users from active use. It is 

important that the application is correctly configured and that the underlying hardware and 

software is fit for purpose and appropriately designed. 

 
7.5.2. Availability Requirement 

The application must be available to the individuals required to use it. This should include the 

system admin, required testers, and a facility should be available to demonstrate the 

application as required. The application is running on a local computing environment at present 

so availability is limited to people with access to same. 

 
7.5.3. Accessibility Requirement 

The application should be simple, intuitive, and highly navigable with a focus on usability. This 

will include all key functionality i.e. sign-in, moving from page to page as well as the overall 

look and feel. The application should have a fluid and responsive manner to deliver a high 

level of service to all users. The overall design and cosmetics of the site should also be simple 

yet effective to encourage repeat usage and industry recommendations. 
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7.5.4. Security Requirement 

The application must enforce a robust level of security with a focus on information segregation 

and access levels. There is no requirement to store personal data and the information being 

fed to the site is irrelevant to the outside world. Regardless, it would be remiss to build an 

application without the appropriate level of security. Considerations will be made around 

preventing access to the underlying application and protecting the data from malicious threats 

such as SQL injection etc. 

 
7.5.5. Maintainability Requirement 

There may be a requirement for additional support roles (app developer, database admin etc.) 

to maintain and evolve functionality and service levels. For the time being there will be a 

facility for a user to contract a support address in which they can log queries & issues and get 

an appropriate response and subsequent resolution.  

 
7.5.6. Portability Requirement 

The application is not currently built to be portable - it was not designed for this capability. 

However, Section 11 outlines the plan for future portability/mobility through a cloud based 

implementation. 

 
7.5.7. Reusability Requirement 

It is critical that the application is designed and implemented in an intuitive and user-friendly 

manner. This relates to the look & feel, functionality, responsiveness, and overall navigability. 

It is important that users get an immediate feeling of comfort and that the application meets 

their needs in a straightforward fashion. Appropriate, timely and coherent notifications that 

alert the user to issues will also be a key motivation for active re-use and recommendation. 

 
7.5.8. Error Checking Requirement 

This will be of critical importance in terms of the sign-in process. The application must instantly 

recognize that only specific information in specific formats will be accepted in required fields 

e.g. when requesting an email address, it must be entered in the format 

‘person@domainname’. This will be important in ensuring that the right people get access to 

the right data. 

 
7.5.9. Concurrency Requirement 

Any successful application has a fundamental ability to accept multiple users at any one time. 

This maximizes potential profits and grows usage. The application must be able to accept 

multiple concurrent log-ins without user experience being degraded. Without concurrency, the 

application could be rendered unfit for purpose. 
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8. Solution Topology & Architecture 

This project was designed and implemented using the key system components, products and 

technologies that were detailed within Section3 of this document. Combined, these tools 

facilitated the generation, computation, storage, distribution, and visualization of all relevant 

network activity. The process flow i.e. event, compute, data management and presentation 

has been graphically mapped out in Fig10 below: 

 

 

Fig10: Solution Architecture and Data Flow / Interaction  

 

It should be noted (again) that for the purposes of this project the NetFlow data will be 

generated using an open source software tool developed by Paessler. In Fig10 above, Cisco 

NetFlow Switches have been displayed for this function. Ultimately, this is the way the system 

should/would operate in a true enterprise environment. However, due to cost restrictions, such 

a live implementation would be outside of the resources available for this project.  

 

The Paessler NetFlow Generator has been configured to send it NetFlow data to a specific IP 

and Port that represents the Apache Spark Streaming Application. This application has been 

developed and resides within the Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE). This 

application – developed in Java – ingests and subsequently filters down the required 

information. From this point the Apache Spark application identifies the data that is to be 

transferred into the database i.e. potential threat related data. This data is automatically 

inserted into a SQL server database (dbo.SOSThreatAnalytics). The finalized data (tables, 

views etc.) is then accessible to the user via a customer build ASP.net MVC application (SOS 

Threat Analytics). This implementation of all the above is detailed in Section9. 
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9. Project Implementation 

This section will detail all aspects of the actual implementation of the previously defined 

Solution architecture, technology sets and required functionality that encompasses SOS Threat 

Analytics. This implementation will be broken out into 4 key sections and their constituent 

parts: 

 

Section Components/Details 

Programming Language Environment 

Eclipse IDE 

Apache Spark Streaming 

Database Connectivity 

Database 

Design & Implementation 

Back-End Integration 

Front-End Integration 

SOS Threat Analytics Application 

Navigation, Look & Feel 

Back-End Integration 

Functionality 

Marketing Website 

Design & Implementation 

Features & Usability 

Hosting & SEO 

Fig11: Breakdown of Implementation Steps  

 

9.1 Programming Language Environment 

In order to ingest, stream and filter the NetFlow data, a suitable programming language 

environment/engine was required. Apache Spark was chosen as the preferred programming 

engine due to its ability to seamlessly handle, stream and perform operations on, incoming 

data packets. Another driver for this choice was to think longer term and in relation to future 

development. ‘Spark was built to handle large amounts of data and in a production 

environment, the daily NetFlow activity would be extremely large. The chosen engine for 

ingestion, filtering etc. would need to be capable of manging such activity. “Apache Spark is 

an open-source engine developed specifically for handling large-scale data processing and 

analytics. Spark offers the ability to access data in a variety of sources, including Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS), OpenStack Swift, Amazon S3 and Cassandra.” (Webopedia, 

2017). An Apache Spark application/context can be programmed in a multitude of different 

languages including Java, Scala, and Python. Due to previous experience and familiarity, SOS 

Threat Analytics utilises Java for the construction and operation of the Spark application. The 

chosen development environment (IDE) that would host the application was Eclipse. 
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In setting up the environment, several installations (plug-ins) were required to appropriately 

build an Apache Spark Context within Eclipse e.g. Apache Maven. Once everything was 

configured to an optimum level, the required classes were created. The final list of classes for 

the SOS Threat Analytics application were as follows: 

 

 JavaCustomReceiver.java 

This was the main Java class and the one into which all other required data structures and 

classes were instantiated. This class contains the main method and all core methods that 

allows the overall solution to function. The majority of code extracts that will be covered in 

this section will be taken directly from this class. 

 

 ApacheSpark.java 

Creates the Apache Spark Streaming Context which will be instantiated by 

JavaCustomerReceiver.java. This class sets out the functions that can be accessed through 

Apache Spark e.g. parallelize, filter, flatmap etc. These operations can then be performed on 

the ingested NetFlow data to manipulate it into the structure/elements that are required. 

 

 NetFlowV5Message.java 

This class create the a standard NetFlow data structure in the form of an Object. In Section4 

of this document the structure of a NetFlow packet is described. This class creates all of the 

required variables to align with that packet structure and contains the relevant getters/setters 

for each one. A NetFlowV5Message will be create for each NetFlow packet that is ingested and 

subsequently injected into the SQL Server database 

 

 IOCDetail.java 

A critical aspect of the JavaCustomReceiver.java class is to read in a list of known malicious 

IPS/Ports. This list is then compared against the incoming packets in order to identify potential 

threats. This list must be stored for comparison and the IOCDetail.java class creates the object 

in which these details will be stored. IOC stands for Indicators of Compromise and these stored 

IOC’s are read from the database each time the program is run. 

 

 IOCEventType.java 

This is less of an important class and was used primarily to assist in the translation of protocol 

types. On reading the NetFlow packet the protocol appeared simply as a number e.g. 1 = 

ICMP, 17 = UDP. The hash table allows for us to enter the protocol value into the database as 

a name (ICMP, UDP) rather than as a meaningless number (from a user’s perspective). 

 

*All the above classes will be included as part of the Project Code Submission 14/05/2017. 
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In term of initial development, the first item to address was the initiation of the ‘Spark 

streaming context itself. The below code extract (Fig12), outlines the instantiation of the 

streaming context: 

 

 

Fig12: Creating an instance of an Apache Spark Streaming Context  

 

The NetFlow Generator has at this point been configured to collect all information from the 

Localhost (127.0.0.1) over port 9996 (this detail has been embedded within the ‘Spark context 

class). For the ‘Spark streaming context to begin to ingest this data, we must create a local 

socket on port 9996 that will listen for this traffic. The below code (Fig13) was used to generate 

the socket and print a message within Eclipse to verify that it is listening and awaiting incoming 

traffic. 

 

 

Fig13: Creating the Server Socket which will listed over Port 9996 (previously defined port variable)  

 

The below shows an output from Eclipse when the application is run, confirming that the socket 

is opened and awaiting data: 

 

 

Fig14: Application in a waiting state i.e. awaiting packets from the NetFlow Generator 

 

Once the socket starts to receive data, we need specific code to parse that data. Looking back 

at our NetFlow packet structure we need to handle both the ‘Header’ and ‘Flow Data’ to ensure 

that everything is captured prior to any filtering operations. The below loop (Fig15) is in 

operation once the streaming context is listening. On receipt of data it begins to read in each 

individual section via its byte-count/range within the packet. 
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Fig15: Parsing the NetFlow Header Information & Printing the Details to the Eclipse Console 

 

From the earlier Wireshark capture we noted that each element within the packet took up a 

certain number of bytes. Therefore, we need to capture each specific element (header, 

payload, engineType etc.) according to its particular byte range (size) – this is evidenced in 

Fig15. For the avoidance of doubt, each element within the header is printed to the console. 

This confirms that the data is being parsed as expected for each incoming packet. Similarly, 

the next section of the packet (and the one we are most interested in), the ‘Flow Data’, must 

now also be parsed. As this detail will be added to our NetFlowV5Message object the byte 

position (start and end points) take on increased importance. Fig16 demonstrates the code 

required to parse and capture all elements of the Flow Data: 

 

 

Fig16: Code used to parse the ‘Flow Data’ of the NetFlow packet 
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Fig17 below, then demonstrates the code used to add the required elements from the ‘Flow 

Data’ into the NetFlowV5Message’ Object. 

 

 

Fig17: Adding the required packet details to the object and printing the parsed information 

 

As you can see form this code extract, the finalized data is again printed to the console to 

provide verification that the packet was parsed and ingested as expected. Below is a sample 

of this output (Packet Header and Flow Data) within the Eclipse IDE console: 

 

  

Fig18: Console showing a fully captured NetFlow packet 
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What the above demonstrates is the successful ingestion and interpretation of a simulated 

Cisco NetFlow packet. In many ways, this part of the implementation served as a ‘Proof of 

Concept’ for the project as a whole. Successfully dissecting NetFlow packets in real time 

evidenced that the core concept of the project was plausible (to this point it has only been a 

high-level design) and that work from this point could continue toward the end goal. The next 

phase was to connect the development environment to a database and verify that this data 

could then be moved between the two. 

 

The first step was to configure a direct connection from the Eclipse IDE to SQL server. This 

was managed using an open source ‘jdbc’ connector that was added to the 

javaCustomerReceiver.java class as shown in Fig 19 below: 

 

 

Fig19: Establishing a Database Connection 

 

The ‘jdbc’ connector successfully created a level of integration between the programming 

environment and the SQL server database. This meant that an established route had been 

created for the direct injection of data from Eclipse to the SOS Threat Analytics database. It 

is important to note however that not all NetFlow packets should be imported into the 

database. The only packets that are required are ones that contain potential threats. This 

added a layer of complexity as in order to identify these suspicious packets, a list of known 

threats would be required against which all incoming packets could be compared. The database 

structure will be discussed in detail in Section9.2 so for this section it is safe to assume that 

this has been completed and a table(s) of threats has been loaded.  

 

From a programming point of view the key is to have the Apache Spark streaming context 

read in the list of threats as soon as the application starts. This was done through the 

previously established database connection and a subsequent embedded ‘SELECT’ statement 

as shown in Fig20 below: 
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Fig20: Code Extract for Reading in and Storing the Current list of Known malicious IPs and Ports 

 

The above method connects to the SOS Threat Analytics database and reads a list of ‘Indicators 

of Compromise’ from the IOC_Listings table (see section 9.2). This table provides a list of 

known malicious IP’s and Ports against which the incoming NetFlow packets will be compared. 

The theory is that if a match was to be found, this packet would be exported to the database 

and visualised for the end user – ultimately sending an SMS alert that there is a problem on 

the network. The data is stored in an ‘IOCDetail’ object which was established in one of the 

java classes outlined at the start of this section. 

 

Since we are only looking to match on IP and/or Port, there is a requirement to filter and 

extract the IP and Port information from the IOCDetail object. This was one of the key reasons 

Apache Spark streaming was chosen as the programming engine - filtering operations are a 

readily available function within ‘Spark. The following code (Fig21) was written to filter what 

was taken in from the database so that the focus in purely on the IP and Port for that IOC. 

 

 

Fig21: Apache Spark filtering operations to identify the IP & Port from the IOCDetail object 

 

This code initially calls the method ( getIOCList() ) which we created previously in pulling the 

list of IOCs’ from the database table. The filter operations then extract the IP and Port, placing 
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them into two separate Array Lists: filterBadIPList and FilterBadPortList respectively. The 

incoming NetFlow packets IP and Port will then be compared against these two lists. If a 

comparison is found with either list – the packet in question will be added to the database 

(dbo.NETFLOW_PKT table). To enable the comparison, we must now filter the requisite details 

from an incoming packet – this is done using the coded examples below. First is the code to 

match by IP: 

 

 

 

Fig22: Code Extract to filter the IP from an incoming NetFlow packet and compare it against the known list 

 

Below is the code used to match by Port: 

 

 

Fig23: Code used to filter the Port from an incoming NetFlow packet and compare it against the known list 

 

If either match is found the ‘insertRecordIntoTable’ method is called. This effectively takes all 

information from the ‘Flow Data’ of the NetFlow packet and inserts it into the database table 

(NETFLOW_PKT). See the code extract below: 
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Fig24: Code Extract for the insertion of a record into the NetFlow table 

 

A message will be printed to the console confirming that either a Bad IP or Port has been found 

within the NetFlow packet and that this packet will be added to the database: 

Fig25: Console Output confirming a bad port detection and a successful database insertion 

As this example has focused on known malicious port, the code has first failed to find a match 

by IP (which was expected) but it has picked up the bad Port and added this record to the 

database (as per the console output). 

 

9.2 Database 

SOS Threat Analytics is primarily a data-driven product. As such, the importance of a well-

designed and logically structured database cannot be understated. SQL Server was chosen as 

the ‘Relational Database Management System’ for the project. A database called 

‘SOSThreatAnalytics’ was created and the final implementation of this database included 

multiple tables, a consolidated database ‘View’ and a detailed ‘Stored Procedure’ that was 

utilised for the operation of the SMS alerting feature. The full list of tables utilised within the 

SQL Server database were as follows: 

 
 IOC_URL Details 

 IOC_Listing 

 IOC_DETAILS_XREF 

 IOC_Ref 

 NETFLOW_PKT 

 Device_Details 

 Contacts 

 SMS_TRACKER 
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9.2.1. Database ERD 

Below is the final design (Entity Relationship Diagram) for the SOS Threat Analytics database. 

The individual tables and their relationships have been included within the diagram. One item 

of note is the fact that the ‘DEVICE_DETAILS and ‘CONTACTS’ tables are not connected to any 

other table. These tables are built for static data and will display the network device details 

and key contct information respectively.  The function of each table will be detailed below. 

 

 

Fig26: SOS Threat Analytics Database Design 

 

 NETFLOW_PKT 

This table, alongside IOC_LISTING are the core elements of the database and are used for the 

final ‘view’ which is integrated into the front-end application. NETFLOW_PKT however taken 

on even more importance – as shown in ‘Section 9.1, Fig24’, this is the table that a potentially 

threatening NetFlow packet gets inserted into. This back-end integration with Apache Spark 

enables the capture and storage of the ‘threat’ data. This table is an exact replica of the ‘Flow 

Data’ element of the NetFlow packet structure outlined in detail within Section4. There exists 

a many to one relationship with the IOC_LISTING table, in that many NetFlow packets will 

require an individual IOC_Listing. 
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 IOC_LISTING 

The direct relationship with the NETFLOW_PKT table highlights the importance of the 

IOC_LISTING table. However, this table also ties together crucial information relating to the 

description of each potential threat (Indicator of Compromise) through its relationships with 

other tables i.e. IOC_DETAILS_XREF and IOC_REF. This table also contains the name of the 

specific threat which plays a role in the view presented to the user. 

 

 IOC_REF 

Direct connection to the IOC_LISTINGS table to clarify the type of threat. IOC_LISTINGS uses 

this table to translate its IOC_TYPE from a number to the actual threat type i.e. IP Address or 

Port. 

 

 IOC_DETAILS_XREF 

This table acts as a bridge and assists once more in the definition and detail of the potential 

threat (Indicator of Compromise). For each IOC_Listing, there will exist a reference to this 

table. Furthermore, each of the IOC’s will have a link to a specific URL (listed within the 

IOC_URL_DETAILS table). Many IOC’s can utilise the same URL link i.e. multiple IOC’s can 

execute the same threat e.g. email extraction. 

 

 IOC_DETAILS_XREF 

A table of links to documents and websites that provide information and methods of 

remediation for specific threat. Each IOC_Listing requires access to an ‘id’ from this table. This 

is handled through the previously mentioned IOC_DETAILS_XREF table. It should be noted 

that these URL’s are crucial to the end user experience with the SOS Threat Analytics 

application. 

 

 DEVICE_DETAILS 

This table simply contains a list of devices that are being monitored. This is a single table that 

stands alone and can be directly accessed by the end user through the application. 

 

 CONTACTS 

This table contains a list of vendor and client contacts. This is a single table that stands alone 

and can be directly accessed by the end user through the application. 

 

 SMS_TRACKER 

This table actively captures the number of hits that each IOC has received at a particular point 

in time. This detail is used to decide when to send an SMS alert. The penultimate number of 

hits is subtracted from the most recent result and if this value is over 5, an SMS is actively 

sent to the end user. This is managed via a stored procedure that polls the database for hit 

counts every few minutes. This stored procedure contains the client contact details to send 

the SMS. 
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9.2.2. Front-End Application Integration 

With the databse design complete and data actively being stored, the next step was to 

integrate the data with the SOS Threat Analytics application to make it accessible ot the end 

user. As opposed to attempting to create a complex structure within Visual Studio, a 

database view was created in SQL server: VW_NETFLOW_IOC. The SQL used to create this 

view is shown below: 

 

 

Fig27: SQL to create the VW_NETFLOW_IOC database view 

 

The above SQL statement creates an inner join between the NETFLOW_PKT and IOC_LISTING 

tables mentioned previously. This meant that all required and relevant data related to a 

particular IOC could be captured in a single table. The table structure within SQL appears as 

follows: 

 

 

Fig28: VW_NETFLOW_IOC view (A=NETFLOW_PKT & B=IOC_LISTING) 

 

This view is integrated into SOS Threat Analytics application and appears to the end user 

within the ‘Indicators of Compromise’ page. This is explained in detail in ‘Section 9.3’. 
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9.3 SOS Threat Analytics Application 

The front-end web application is the users visual tool for accessing the underlying NetFlow 

data and potential threats that have been identified. By logging into this application, users can 

gain access to in-depth detail on the most recent malicious IP and port ‘Hit’s on their network 

as well as security related news feeds from sources such as RSS feeds and Twitter. 

Furthermore, they can access a full list of their network devices that are licenses for monitoring 

as well as a detailed table of key support contacts from the Vendor and Client side. Section 11 

of this document provides visualizations of all the above detail to deliver some context around 

the user experience within the SOS Threat Analytics application. 

 

The application itself has been developed entirely within Microsoft Visual Studio 2015, utilizing 

their ASP.net MVC (Model – View – Controller) Framework. A web application was chosen for 

the front-end due to its industry wide acceptance, as well as strategic thinking around future 

development (Cloud) and enhanced accessibility, portability etc. The specific choice of ASP.net 

was due to its ease of integration with SQL server from a data access perspective and it’s out 

of the box integration with Microsoft Azure which could be invoked at some point in the future. 

Previous familiarity and development experience with the platform also played a factor. 

 

Within ASP.net there are two key types of application development: Code First and Database 

First. SOS Threat Analytics was developed using the ‘Database First’ approach, meaning that 

all the detail/structure set out in ‘Section 9.2’ above, was completed in advance of the 

application piece. The pages that link back to the database utilized specific database tables for 

the creation of their ‘models’ within the MVC framework. The most prominent and most 

important example of this is the ‘Indicators of Compromise’ page which is responsible for 

displaying the list of current potential threats in the environment. This page used the database 

view (table) ‘dbo.VW_NETFLOW_IOC’ to access and subsequently display its required data. 

Below is the model of this ‘table’ imported into Visual Studio: 

 

 

Fig29: View Table for IOC’s successfully imported as Model within Visual Studio 

 

A ‘controller’ and ‘view’ were then created for this model with the following code extract utilized 

to present the data to the end user: 
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       Fig30: Table Created to Display IOC data from SOS Threat Analytics database 

 

The output for this page has been demonstrated in Fig41 within Section11: GUI and Usability. 

All other pages with the SOS Threat Analytics application access and display their data in the 

same manner i.e. a model is built based on a specific database table, the controller and view 

are subsequently created and the view is designed and developed using a combination of 

Bootstrap and CSS for visualisation. The below sections will show some code extracts for some 

of the key features/functionality of the application. 

 
9.3.1. Twitter & RSS Feeds 

 

 

Fig31: Code Extract to embed the SOS Threat Analytics Twitter Feed 

 

 

Fig32: Code Extract to embed an RSS Feed from Krebs on Security 
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9.3.2. Display Threat Details 

A key selling point of the application is its ability to allow a user to view information about a 

potential threat and to identify the root cause, potential resolution, and pro-active measures 

to prevent a reoccurrence. On drilling down into the detail of a particular threat, a user will be 

presented with a document or web page embedded within an iFrame. The code to embed this 

information is shown below: 

 

Fig33: Code Extract to create an iFrame with embedded document/webpage 

 

As this page has been modelled on a ‘view’ from the SOS Threat Analytics database, the above 

code extracts a URL for the specific threat and embeds it within an iFrame on the page. This 

visual representation is a core piece of the user experience in terms of application functionality 

and acts as the applications unique selling point (USP). 

 
9.3.3. Print Details 

Users are given the option to print details from certain pages e.g. Indicators of Compromise, 

Device Details & Contacts. This offers another element to the overall user experience, allowing 

for the quick print and retrieval of reports for senior management or other interested 

stakeholders. Below is a code extract displaying a small bit of JavaScript that is responsible 

for the printing function: 

 

 

Fig34: JavaScript function for Enabling Printing 

 

This print function is called when a user clicks the print button show below: 

 

 

Fig35: Print Button 

 

This button was coded to call the print function as follows: 

 

 

Fig36: Create ‘Print Details’ button and call ‘Print’ function 
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9.4 SMS Alerting 

If an IOC is identified on the network, it is imperative that the user is alerted so that they can 

actively investigate and remediate the issue in the quickest possible timeframe. SOS Threat 

Analytics is configured to send SMS alerts to the required party in the event of such an 

occurrence. The SMS alerting facility has been developed using a ‘SQL CLR Service’ within 

Visual Studio. The development of this service required substantial effort and makes use of 

the ‘Vodafone Bulk Texting’ facility to which the Project Technical Lead could gain access 

(through his current employer!!). The bulk texting URL is accessed via a web service call within 

the CLR code which can be seen in Fig37 below: 

 

   

Fig37: SqlStoredProcedure1.cs – uses a Web Request & creates an equivalent stored procedure in SQL Server 

 

The SQL CLR Service class is called ‘SqlStoredProcedure1’ and was developed by creating a 

direct reference to the SOSThreatAnalytics database. The code in Fig37 was then built and 

published, generated this stored procedure within SQL server (this is critical in terms of calling 

the service later). The code extract effectively makes a request to the Vodafone Bulk Text SMS 

gateway, passing in a number and a text message. By accessing the URL via this Web Request 

(and passing in the text and number), the SMS gateway receives information and forwards it 

to the designated mobile number. 

 

Whilst this worked as a proof of concept, the next step was to develop a way of generating 

these SMS’s based on database behavior i.e. the identification of new IOC’s. SMS message 

should only be received when there is an issue, so we were required to create another stored 

procedure within SQL server. This stored procedure (Alert_Poll) developed a level of 

intelligence around the prompting and timing of SMS alerting. Section 9.2.1 outlined the 

requirement for the database table SMS_TRACKER. The Alert_Poll stored procedure makes 

use of this table to decide when an SMS should be sent.  The crux of this intelligence is to first 

populate the SMS_TRACKER with the current number of ‘hits’ for each IOC listing. This is 

demonstrated below in Fig38. 
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Fig38: Read in the current hits and declare our variables 

 

Once this is done we have our current baseline. A SQL job called ‘ThreatAlerts’ was developed 

to continually run this exercise after a pre-defined time-period e.g. 10 secs. Each time it runs, 

a new record and associated ‘hit count’ is created. The idea was then to subtract the 

penultimate reading from the most recent and if it has grown my more than 5 ‘Hits’ i.e. there 

were 5 new occurrences of the IOC – an SMS would be sent. To do this the data in the table 

needed to be sorted by rank per IOC. Furthermore, as we are only interested in the most 

recent two readings, the rest could be discarded – this was all handled by the code extract in 

Fig39: 

 

 

Fig39: Ranking of IOC Hit Counts and Returning only the two most recent records 

 

The following code extract the utilizes the results of Fig39 to compute the difference in those 

two most recent records: 

 

 

Fig40: Takes the Raking results and generates the calculated difference between the two 
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Now we must decide what action to take if the difference is either greater than or less that 5 

(IOC Events). Ultimately, if it is greater than 5 we need to all our previously developed Stored 

Procedure (containing web service to Vodafone Bulk Text) to send the required SMS. Before 

we can do that though we need to enter the number to be contacted. SMS Threat Analytics 

reads the contact numbers from the Contacts database table. An example of this is shown 

below: 

 

 

Fig40: Reading in the SMS number 

 

This code reads the phone number of the person listed as second in the contacts table (Stuart 

O’Shaughnessy) and logs that number as the SMS contact. The following code (Fig41) is the 

decision maker for the sending/non-sending of the message: 

 

 

Fig41: To Send or Not Send an SMS 

 

This simple while loop checks if the IOC count is above 5 hits. If so it sends an SMS to the 

number read in above (Fig40) and if not, no action will be taken. Below is a screenshot of an 

SMS from the service: 

 

 

Fig42: Sample SOS Threat Analytics SMS Alert 
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10. Testing & Evaluation 

With the implementation completed the next key step in finalising the system was the 

performance of extensive testing. This section will detail the test plan utilised, the over testing 

approach as well a detailed table of test results and functionality sign-off. 

 

10.1 Testing Objectives 

The objectives of this test plan are to analyse all areas of the SOS Threat Analytics 

project/platform and to verify that the end-product is fit for its designed purpose and suitable 

to be passed into production. The application must be verified in terms of performance, 

response, resilience and execution of its core functionalities and user requirements. 

 

10.2 Testing Scope 

The scope of the plan is based firmly around the requirements set out in Section7 of this 

document. These requirements include Application, System, Data and the Online Marketing 

Website. This test plan will further include information on the testing of the non-functional 

requirements also set out in Section7. Ultimately, all components that are required for the 

optimum level of operation of the SOS Threat Analytics platform must be tested and fully 

signed off. 

 

10.3 Testing Strategy 

The approach to testing here was two-fold. Due to time constraints and general availability, 

the majority of the system testing was performed by the Technical Project Lead – Stuart 

O’Shaughnessy. The local environment i.e. local installation of the required tools (IDE, 

programming environment, database engine etc.) was utilised for all aspects of the system 

testing. The configuration of the SOS Threat Analytics product is all based on a local 

environment so this represents full ‘production’ environment testing. 

 

In terms of User Acceptance Testing, the items that were readily available for remote testing 

were completed first i.e. the Marketing Website from its publicly available web address. A 

demonstration of the back-end functionality, data flow and database storage was given to 

Project Supervisor Manuel Tova-Izquierdo in late March to verify that the project concept, 

complexity, functionality and end goals were all on track. As a final piece of engagement, the 

individuals who engaged with the ‘Requirements Elicitation’ process were given a combination 

of face to face and Skype demos of the functionality and its alignments to the agreed set of 

requirements. 

 

10.4 Testing & Evaluation Results Tables 

The following set of tables detail the full list of tests that were completed. This includes 

confirmation of their sign-off as well as some detailed comments and constructive feedback 

received from test users. The set of tests are based entirely on the ‘Requirements Specification’ 

that were set out in detail within Section7 above. 
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SOS Threat Analytics – Testing & Evaluation Sheet – Functional Requirements 
 

 

# Requirement Tested Passed Comments 

Application Testing 

1 Application Access Yes Yes 

Application is fully accessible in the locally installed environment - which is the actual 

production environment at present. Remote testers were required to test the application and 

all functionality on the Technical Project Lead's local computing environment. All connectivity 

tests were successful. 

 

2 User Registration Yes Yes 

User registration was constructed within the ASP.net environment using the local User 

Database. All registration testing was successful and multiple accounts/details have been 

configured on the environment 

 

3 User Sign-In Yes Yes 
All registered accounts were successfully tested for Sign-In operations. There were no issues 

with accessing the service once the users had successfully registered a valid user account 

 

4 View User Profile Yes Yes 
Each user validated that they could access their own individual user profile once logged into 

the system - all tests were passed successfully. 

 

5 Update User Profile Yes Yes 
Each user validated that they could amend their own individual user profile once logged into 

the system - all tests were passed successfully. 

 

6 Application Navigation Yes Yes 

Application Navigation is quite a wide ranging one but effectively the feedback here came 

down the consistency. The app was designed so that all key areas were readily available 

from the Nav-Bar and the layout was as user friendly as possible. General feedback was that 

the app was easily navigable, all information was presented in the right manner and there 

were no issues in terms of not finding particular pages or information. ASP.net web 

applications tend to lend themselves to good navigation and the feedback was universally 

positive. 
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SOS Threat Analytics – Testing & Evaluation Sheet – Functional Requirements 
 

 

# Requirement Tested Passed Comments 

Application Testing 

7 Access Dashboard Yes Yes 
All users confirmed that they could access the Dashboard page without issue and the page 

rendered as expected 

 

8 View IOC Graphic Yes Yes All users confirmed that the IOC Graphic appeared as expected on Dashboard page load 

 

9 View Twitter Feed Yes Yes 
All users confirmed that the SOS Threat Analytics Twitter Feed appeared as expected on 

Dashboard page load 

 

10 View RSS Feeds Yes Yes All users confirmed that the set of RSS Feeds appeared as expected on Dashboard page load 

 

11 
Access the Indicators of Compromise 

Page 
Yes Yes 

All users confirmed that they could access the 'Indicators of Compromise Page' without 

issues and the page rendered as expected 

 

12 Access Detailed IOC Information Yes Yes 

All users confirmed that by clicking the 'Detailed IOC Information' they navigated to an in-

depth breakdown of the particular threat as well as an Advisory note around same. Feedback 

on this feature was also universally positive 

 

13 Access List of Monitored Devices Yes Yes 

All users confirmed that they could access the 'Device Listing' page without issue and the 

page rendered as expected 

 

14 Access Device Details Yes Yes 

All users confirmed that by clicking the 'Details' link for an associated device, they 

automatically navigated to a 'Device Details' page that gave an overview of that particular 

device 
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SOS Threat Analytics – Testing & Evaluation Sheet – Functional Requirements 
 

 

# Requirement Tested Passed Comments 

Application Testing 

15 Access Vendor & Client Contacts Yes Yes 
All users confirmed that they could access the 'Contacts' page without issue and the page 

rendered as expected 

 

16 Adding a Contact Yes Yes 

All users successfully added a contact and were impressed that the contact would be rejected 

if the fields were not correctly entered. This ensures that all created contacts are consistent 

in terms of details 

 

17 Amending a Contact Yes Yes 
All users confirmed the successful amendment of a Contact detail e.g. phone number email 

address etc. 

 

18 Deleting a Contact Yes Yes 
All users successfully deleted a contact. Feedback was good around the confirmation 

message prior to deletion as it was felt that this feature would avoid mistakes 

 

19 Log Support Request Yes Yes 
This item passed but the feedback was that it was quite basic i.e. it was effectively just a 

'mailto:' option. Users would like to see this evolved to a fully-fledged support system 

 

20 Print Pages Yes Yes 

Users confirmed that where the 'Print' button was available it worked perfectly. All reports 

are printed in .pdf which users were positive about. Furthermore, all users felt that they 

locations of the print buttons were user friendly and the process was very simple. 

 

21 Alerting & Notifications Yes Yes 

Tested successfully via SMS on all user’s phones. Whilst the testers did not get access to the 

final 'automated' test a demo was constructed and the application tested each user 

individually. By far this was the strongest feedback received and most users outlined this 

feature as the most important one to them. 
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SOS Threat Analytics – Testing & Evaluation Sheet – Functional Requirements 
 

 

# Requirement Tested Passed Comments 

System Testing 

1 NetFlow Generation Yes Yes 

The Paessler NetFlow Generator testing revolve around the verification that the ingested 

NetFlow packet could be broken out and validated against the expected structure (this is 

detailed in section 4 of this document). Further testing focused on the running of multiple 

instances at once - this was also successful for all tests. 

 

2 Apache Spark Application Yes Yes 

Testing of the Apache Spark application was specific to debugging the code within the Eclipse 

IDE and verifying that the database integration was functioning as expected. From both a 

system admin and user perspective, all elements of the application were verified as 

functioning at an optimum level and fir for purpose for SOS Threat Analytics requirements. 

 

3 Front-End Application (ASP.net MVC) Yes Yes 

The functionality of the application was tested extensively as outlined above in 'Application 

Testing'. The system test element focused on the reliability of the application, its likelihood 

to fail etc. To this point there has been no action taken on the app that has resulted in 

failure. The application launches as expected and responds in a fast an efficient manner. All 

functionality is embedded and manifests itself on application start-up. 

 

Data Testing 

1 SQL Server Relational Database Yes Yes 

The SQL Server Database for the application is called simply (SOS Threat Analytics). The 

basic functions of the database were tested extensively i.e. creating/dropping tables, adding 

values, creating views etc. From a system perspective SQL servers' integration to the back-

end (Apache Spark) and front-end (ASP.net) were tested extensively to ensure that all 

required data elements could be ingested and presented to the end user. All tests were 

completed successfully 
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SOS Threat Analytics – Testing & Evaluation Sheet – Functional Requirements 
 

 

# Requirement Tested Passed Comments 

2 Access to Required Data Yes Yes 

The ability to access data from a user perspective is a fundamental aspect of the front-end 

SOS Threat Analytics application. Verification that data was present on all required pages 

i.e. 'Indicators of Compromise', 'Device Listing' Contacts etc.' was the core focus of data 

testing. All users verified the presence of data is the required application areas and this 

test was fully signed off. 

 

3 Update / Amend/ Delete Yes Yes 

Users tested the manipulation of data within the front-end application and all tests were 

successful. Similarly, the system admin verified that NetFlow records were actively 

updated via the back-end integration to Apache Spark. The ability to update/amend/delete 

database records was tested extensively and was fully signed off. 

 
Marketing Website Testing 

1 Site Hosting Yes Yes 

The marketing website has been fully hosted on Amazon S3 with a provisional web address 

of (s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com). All testing was completed on this address but there is a 

plan to move the address to sosthreatanalytics.com - time willing this will be completed. 

However, the website and all functionality has been fully hosted and has been tested from 

desktop and mobile devices. This is fully completed and signed off. 

 

2 Site Connectivity & Accessibility Yes Yes 

Connectivity has been tested over direct Ethernet connection, Wi-Fi, 3G and 4G. All 

connectivity tested was completed successfully 

 

3 Site Functionality Yes Yes 

Functionality on the site is limited to JavaScript items for quick scrolling and navigability 

options. There are also some accessible lines (Social Media, Email etc.) and an embedded 

video. All are working as expected from the live website. 
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SOS Threat Analytics – Testing & Evaluation Sheet – Non-Functional Requirements 
 

 

# Requirement Tested Passed Comments 

1 Performance & Response Time Yes Yes 

The application continuously starts-up as expected and there is no delay or poor 

performance against what would be expected. Response times in terms of navigation are 

excellent and all pages’ render quickly 

 

2 Application Availability Yes Yes 

The application is running on a local computing environment at present so availability is 

limited to people with access to same. There has however been no issue with application 

availability from this location. 

 

3 Accessibility Yes Yes 

The site was created with usability in mind and the ASP.net front end delivers a seamless 

and consistent look and feel whilst enabling simple navigation throughout. All testing 

completed successfully and user feedback was exceptionally positive in this regard. 

 

4 Application & User Security Yes Yes 

Application functionality has been restricted and alternative levels of access exist for System 

Admin and Standard users. Access levels have been tested and have been fully signed off. 

In terms of the system itself, the choices of tool set such as SQL Server, ASP.net and Amazon 

S3 ensure that a strong level of security is implemented across the full platform by default 

5 Maintainability Yes Yes 

The local environment means that the application is currently very maintainable - everything 

sits in a singular location and access levels are highly restricted. This would change in the 

longer term and require deeper consideration. However, for this test the current levels are 

more than sufficient 

6 Portability Yes Yes 

The application is not currently built to be portable - it was not designed for this capability. 

However, Section 11 outlines the plan for future portability/mobility through a cloud based 

implementation. 
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SOS Threat Analytics – Testing & Evaluation Sheet – Non-Functional Requirements 
 

 

# Requirement Tested Passed Comments 

7 Reusability Yes Yes 

The application is built to deal with live/real-time data therefore it must be inherently re-

usable. The choice of toolsets, navigability, look & feel have all been implemented in a way 

to enhance user experience and encourage re-use. 

 

8 Error Checking Yes Yes 

Error checking has been in-built for the user access sections (all fields must be completed; 

correct information must be supplied etc.) this has been tested extensively. In terms of 

wider error checking, if there is a serious error the application will fail in its ultimate 

deliverable - to provide data to the end user. Extensive debugging of the code has been 

implemented to limit this exposure as much as possible 

 

9 Concurrency Yes Yes 

The application is not currently built for concurrency - it was not designed for this capability. 

However, Section 11 outlines the plan for future concurrency through a cloud based 

implementation. 

 

SMS Alerting Testing 

1 Receipt of SMS Alerts Yes Yes 

Extensive testing of the SMS Alerting facility was completed and fully signed off. The final 

functionality was completed quite late in the day so no user testing was performed. System 

admin testing was fully completed and a demonstration will take place as part of the 

presentation. 
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10.5 Testing Results and Conclusion 

All testing was based on the initial engagement with users as part of the ‘Requirements 

Elicitation’ process as well as the additional requirements that were built out as the system 

was being developed. This provided a clearly defined scope and allowed the testing process to 

be very specific. This structure afforded a focussed and very specific process, playing a large 

part in its overall success. The general feedback from the user testing was very positive. The 

chosen users all had IT backgrounds and – crucially – were very interested in the topic. The 

project concept and the implementation was something they were interested in and agreed 

was something of value to the current market. Coming out of the testing the main finding 

(from all users) was that if the application was to be developed further it should be fully 

migrated to a Cloud based infrastructure, delivering he requisite levels of portability, 

concurrency and overall accessibility. Outside of these points there were no major findings 

(fails) that came out of the system or user testing processes. 

 

11. Graphical User Interface & Usability 

This section will illuminate the majority of what has covered within this document to this point. 

A focal point of this project was to deliver something to the end user that was intuitive, easily 

navigable and had a simple look and feel. Applications live and dies by their ease of use and 

regardless of the value of the underlying data, if the application does not provide the user with 

something quick and easy to use, they will look for an alternative. SOS Threat Analytics treats 

the end user experience with the same dedication and scrutiny as the back-end architecture. 

This section will demonstrate some of the main pages that are accessible to users within the 

application as well as the requirement they were designed to fulfil. 

 

11.1 Splash/Home Screen 

Below is the first screen the user sees once the application has been successfully launched. 

 

Fig43: Application Splash/Home Screen 

This view was designed to be very simplistic presenting only the ‘Register’ & ‘Sign-In’ options. 
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11.2 Navigation Bar - Logged in User 

You will notice that when a user initially hits the application, the navigation bar is empty. This 

is because the applications’ functionality is only available to a valid and logged in user. When 

a user has successfully signed into the application they will notice several options have 

appeared within the Navigation bar: 

 

 

Fig44: Navigation bar as viewed by a validated user 

 

This presents the user with the option to navigate around the application using the various 

different pages presented above. Each of these pages will be demonstrated individually within 

this section. 

 

11.3 Dashboard 

The first option on the menu is the ‘Dashboard’. The page has two key features: 1) To 

graphically summarise the number of potential network threats, 2) Deliver live Information 

Security News Feeds to the end user. The Dashboard is comprised of a JavaScript Graphic that 

displays the number of current active threats or ‘Indicators of Compromise’. Furthermore, it 

has an embedded Twitter feed from the official ‘SOS Threat Analytics’ account as well as 3 

real time embedded RSS feeds from the following sources: 

 

 Krebs on Security 

 Threat Post 

 PacketStorm Security 

 

 

Fig45: IOC Graphic and embedded SOS Threat Analytics Twitter feed 

 

The IOC Overview (graphic) can be clicked to open the ‘Indicators of Compromise page that 

will be detailed in Section11.4. Below is a visual of the full dashboard page including the above, 

the RSS feeds and some embedded links to SOS Threat Analytics social media accounts: 
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Fig46: The full SOS Threat Analytics Dashboard View 

 

Each of the RSS feeds shown above are fully interactive and the user can click any of the links 

provided to gain access to the webpage that contains the full article. SOS Threat Analytics 

sees the Dashboard view as a hive of activity from which the user can glean important 

information and keep up to date on the latest security trends. 

 

11.4 Indicators of Compromise 

The main point of interest for the use of SOS Threat Analytics is actually getting access to the 

potential threats in order to understand the risk to your business. The page that delivers this 

level of insight is ‘Indicators of Compromise’ (IOC). Accessed either via the navigation bar or 

via clicking the ‘IOC Overview’ graphic, this page presents a high-level summary of the threats 

as shown in Fig41: 
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Fig47: Indicators of Compromise Overview Table 

 

This table and its ‘Model & View’ within ASP.net are based off the Database View detailed in 

Section 9.2. The table reads and displays all relevant data from this view including (The Threat 

Name, Source IP, Destination IP, and Port as well as the protocol and number of Hits. This 

overview table delivers information at a high-level directly to the end user. More importantly 

however, is the link that appears next to each individual threat – ‘Detailed IOC Information. 

By clicking this link, the user can drill down into the threat and receive information on what 

the threat is, its potential impact and all available method of remediation. This is delivered 

through a threat advisory note or website that has been embedded within an ‘iFrame’ on the 

page. An example of this is show below: 

 

 

Fig48: Detailed Information on the Threat including an Advisory notice for Potential Remediation 
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Fig42 shows the screen a user would receive on clicking for more details on a potential threat 

identified over known malicious IP – 31.184.192.80 - this IP relates to the ‘PoweLike’ Trojan. 

As this is a known threat within our database, the requisite security advisory URL is retrieved 

via an ‘iFrame’ and is displayed to the user. The key benefit here is that the user can gain 

access to informed material around the threat and how best to deal with it. There is often 

detailed information within these advisories around preventing a reoccurrence. It should be 

noted that the document within the iFrame can also be printed directly from the page if 

required. This can be invaluable to the end-user and is a valuable aspect and selling point of 

the SOS Threat Analytics platform. This level of information is delivered to the end user for all 

known threats within the SOS Threat Analytics database. 

 

11.5 Device Listing 

Clicking on this option from the navigation bar does exactly what it says on the tin. A full list 

of the devices in scope for monitoring on the client network are displayed. This page offers a 

good snapshot of each individual device and is essentially the book of record for the monitored 

infrastructure. This page connects directly back to the SOS Threat Analytics database where 

the actual information is stored and the page itself has been created using a model of the 

Device details table (dbo.Device_Details). As per Fig43 there is also an option to print the 

configuration if the user desires. 

 

 

Fig49: List of Actively Monitored Devices 

 

11.6 Vendor & Client Contacts 

As with any application provided by a 3rd party the support structure is key. The ‘Contacts’ 

page within SOS Threat Analytics provides a list of key individuals responsible for the 

application from both a vendor and client perspective. This ensures that all contact information 

i.e. email addresses and phone numbers are readily available – removing the need to 
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constantly refer to a paper based SLA or support agreement. Fig44 demonstrates a sample 

‘Contact’ page for the National College of Ireland. Contacts from both SOS Threat Analytics as 

well as those from the 4th Year Project module have been included. 

 

 

Fig50: Vendor and Client Contacts table 

 

Contacts can be added, amended and deleted as required directly from this page. The page 

reads its information from the SOS Threat Analytics database and has been created using a 

model of the ‘Contacts’ table (dbo.Contacts). When adding a contact, the required fields 

appear as per Fig45 below: 

 

 

 

Fig51: Page for Creating a new Contact (Updating the Database) 
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12. System Evolution 

The initial plan for this project is very much based around delivering a working version of the 

core concept i.e. providing an end-user with a view of the activity on their network. In a 

production environment, large changes would be required to handle the volume of data and 

to enhance resilience, connectivity, and availability. The core of the application (Apache Spark, 

SQL Server, ASP.net) would remain the same. However, a migration to a Cloud based solution 

consisting of multiple virtual machines would be a necessity. To handle the large volumes of 

data a clustered file structure optimized for ‘Big Data’ would also be required. Following 

detailed consideration, I believe Fig46 below, represents the required system architecture for 

a large-scale implementation of SOS Threat Analytics: 

 

 

Fig52: Future Solution Architecture 

 

They key difference here can be seen in the ‘Compute’ and ‘Data Services’ sections. For 

handling the large-scale data, an implementation of the Horton Works Data platform (HDP) 

would be utilised. “The Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP) product includes Apache Hadoop 

and is used for storing, processing, and analysing large volumes of data.” (Wikipedia, 2017). 

At a high level, the device would be configured to send its NetFlow data to the IP address of 

the Hortonworks instance over a specific port. The Apache Spark application would connect to 

this system and perform the relevant operations on the data. Due to the size of the data a 
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NoSQL database (HBase) would be considered for the subsequent data storage i.e. the ‘Spark 

output. A method of migrating the data from NoSQL to a SQL server instance would then also 

be required. It would be preferable to go straight from ‘Spark to SQL server but my research 

says that this could be difficult due to the structure and volume of the (Big) data. SQL remains 

part of the infrastructure due to it simplistic integration with ASP.net – which again would be 

utilised for the front-end application. Another overview of the infrastructure – hosted within a 

Microsoft Azure cloud, would be as below: 

 

 

Fig53: Future Solution Topology and Technologies 

 

If this project was to be further developed and productized, the following core requirements 

would need to be met: 

 

 Purchase an appropriately spec’d cloud based infrastructure with logical segregation 

of virtual machines (VM’s) for each individual customer 

 Each individual VM would need to be spec’d in line with customer requirements 

o Number of Devices 

o Proposed volume of data 

o Etc. 

 Enhanced security controls based on the principle of least accessing provisioning i.e. 

users should only have access to the data/screens/streams to which they are 

authorized 

 Web Application Development 

o Front-End Development 

o Mobile Capabilities 

o Additional Functionality (JavaScript/JQuery, Ajax etc.) 

o Enhanced Database Design & Security 

 Online Marketing 

o Continued Website Development 

o Online Customer Service and Consumer Interaction 

o Increased Social Media Presence 
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In terms of the end-user one of the key system developments would be the enhancement of 

user roles and creation of multiple user access levels e.g. administrator, standard user etc. 

Ceding control of user creation and management would empower the customer and allow them 

to provision access in accordance with their local information security and access control 

policies etc. It would also allow them to cater for staff churn and organizational changes 

without requiring constant interaction with the vendor. 

 

In terms of product development and marketability, the core concepts of this project could be 

enhanced and evolved to an enterprise tool. Given the right level of time and resources to 

grow the product, significant inroads could be made into the market. Information & Cyber 

Security are at the fore-front of enterprise risk for organizations across the world. Many of 

these organizations are looking to expand their portfolio of management tools whilst 

simultaneously managing costs. Creating a tool that focusses on the niche market of network 

activity and delivering this at an acceptable cost would be an attractive prospect for many 

within the industry. 

 

13. Target Market 

This product is aimed at security conscious organizations who are looking to protect their 

network from malicious activity. Effectively it is aimed at progressive IT security professionals 

within an organization who are looking to really understand what is occurring on their network 

on a day to day basis. This activity ranges from security threats from known IP ranges or 

ports, to (with future development) a volumetric trend analysis of what is occurring. The 

targeted organizations can range from a variety of different industries i.e. commercial, 

financial, government etc. The intended audience is any organization that is actively running 

a Cisco based network infrastructure, regardless of their front office functions or objectives. 

 

13.1 Market Rivals 

There are without doubt several rival products on the market that will do similar operations 

e.g. products from Solar Winds, Paessler and others such as MachineEngine. SOS Threat 

Analytics looks to create an open-source product that will encourage better monitoring of 

network activity and empower security professionals. Regardless of rival products or vendors 

in this space, I believe that this is a challenging initiative and it is also something that I am 

(and have been!!) passionate about developing. 
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Due to issues with Moodle and lecturers being unable to access some embedded appendices 

as part of the upload, I have included the following appendices below to ensure that they can 

be seen and reviewed: 

 

 Journal Entries 

 Project Plan 

 Completed Questionnaires 

 Testing & Evaluation Sheet (See Section 10) 

15.1 Journal Entries 

Below are the extracts from my ‘Master Project Journal’. This covers all journal entries for the 

duration of the ‘Software Project’ module. 

 
15.1.1. September 

I had great intentions of starting my final year college project almost immediately after 

finishing my 3rd year exams in January. There was a certain amount of relief in completing 

semester1 and then realizing that I had the next 7 months off due to a work place exemption. 

Following the exams, I decided to give myself a 2 month break just to relax and focus on work 

& home life – both of which had been neglected to a certain amount due to exam season.  

 

As those 2 months passed I began to think less and less about college and any potential final 

year project. Coupled with the fact that the other half had now placed a ban on all 

studying/working at home, it had made it increasingly difficult to find time to get my head into 

that space. To be fair to her, college had taken a lot of my time and that pressure was only 

increased by the birth of our daughter in late 2014. Doing my January exams that year was 

quite a taxing process!!! I agreed that there would be no talk of college until September and 

that I would simply enjoy the time off. However, I do have an approx. 1 hour commute to 

work in the morning so I did start to think about what sort of project I could put together… 

 

As I work in IT currently, my initial thoughts were around a web application for call logging & 

incident management. What we currently use in work is not exactly fit for purpose and I could 

see how a more simplified and focused design would assist my team. I started to think about 

the technologies I would use i.e. ASP.net, SQL server, storage requirements etc. and I felt 

that this could actually be a runner. I spoke to some of the more senior technical guys in work 

and to be honest they were a little underwhelmed. They spoke of trying to differentiate myself 

and to push myself a little harder. They said that the project concept was fine and I would 

probably get a good mark, however there was a strong likelihood that the majority of projects 

would be fundamentally similar in design i.e. web applications talking to databases. 

 

I had a long think about this and decided to revisit the idea and take another look around the 

day to day tasks I perform in work and see if there was something else I could focus my 

attention on. Operating in the financial services sector, there is a strong focus on the concept 
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of information security. I am part of the firms’ information security team so I decided to see 

if there was something worthwhile in that space instead. 

 

Security is a very broad topic, but an incident we underwent in late July / early August gave 

me an idea around a niche area that I believe offered and opportunity for further investigation. 

My firm was subjected to a DDOS attack and subsequent ransom demands and this really 

opened our eyes in terms of vulnerabilities in our infrastructure and the need for pro-active 

management/alerting. Many organizations appear to tick boxes in terms of their approach to 

security and very rarely do they get under the hood and really take a look at what is going on 

within their infrastructure and across their network. Our network infrastructure is entirely 

Cisco based and from this came my idea… 

 

Cisco end points produce proprietary information called ‘NetFlow’ that contains network 

activity details such as source IP address, port, destination IP, connection times and duration 

etc. The core concept of my idea was to assimilate this data into a database of some kind and 

to interrogate and interpret that data in order to perform some pro-active analysis/alerting 

and potentially identify networks threats and spurious activity. Ultimately this data would be 

displayed to end users (IT Staff member) via a web application/dashboard. I gave this idea 

serious thought and again ran it by some of the technical team in work and the feedback was 

that this seemed a much more worthwhile endeavor. I understand that what I have described 

in this paragraph again sounds like a web application simply talking to a database but please 

hear me out!!! The real challenge to this project (not that the visualization piece won’t be a 

massive struggle anyway!!) is at the back end i.e. generating a mass amount of data and 

identifying the technologies that will not only store this data, but filter it down into the requisite 

bits I require for interrogation/visualization. 

 

Following some initial research in this space, I have decided that I will be using the 

Hortonworks data platform (eventually hosted in the cloud) with Apache Spark to stream and 

filter the data into a NoSQL (probably HBASE) database. I have chosen NoSQL due to the 

volume of data and also as I believe it offers another element of learning and complexity to 

the project. From here I may look to import the filtered data into a SQL database but I am as 

yet undecided. To get myself more acquainted with the core concepts of the project (NetFlow, 

Big Data etc.), I have started to take some courses on plural sight – the notes from my first 

course can be seen in appendix1. 

 

On October the 4th, I am due to present my idea to a trio of lecturers (Dominic Carr, Eamon 

Nolan & Anu Sahni) in order to receive the requisite approval. From reading the brief, we are 

allowed no slides (although we must submit a short slide deck which to be honest now seems 

pointless!!) and must simply convey the idea by giving a high-level description. In order to 

get this right, I plan to make my presentation short and to the point, covering the following: 

 

 The Core Idea 

 Reasons for my choice 

 Technologies that I will utilize 
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I firmly believe that the topic is relevant, current and applicable to today’s market needs. 

Furthermore, from my own point of view it will allow me to utilize some of the skills I have 

learned thus far in college whilst also engaging in and learning about new some new 

technologies. Most importantly, I believe that this project will indeed differentiate me from the 

norm and potentially offer something different come final submission. Here’s hoping the 

lecturers feel the same way and give me approval to proceed. 
15.1.2. October 

On the 4th of October, I was scheduled to present my project idea to a team of 3 lecturers in 

order to have it ratified and to allow me to proceed. I had handed up my short slide deck 

which gave a very high level overview of the core project concepts, technologies etc. and I 

was very comfortable in terms of my level of understanding. I had been doing some research 

already on things like NetFlow, Hadoop and was just touching on the Horton Works platform 

so I had very little concerns in relation to the project being rejected. In preparation, I went to 

the library for 6pm and wrote out some short notes to structure what I was going to say. 

Regardless of my understanding, I am very aware that how something is communicated and 

how you get it across to other people is key. 

 

My presentation was scheduled for 19.30 and on entering the room I was introduced to the 

three lecturers Eamon Nolan, Dominic Carr & Anu Sahni. Although Eamon is the project 

supervisor this year, I had never had a class with any of these lecturers previously so they 

had nothing to base my abilities/capabilities/weaknesses around – this meant I needed to 

ensure to convey the idea with confidence and an appropriate level of detail. I explained the 

core concepts, technologies and my reasons for choosing the project in a little under 10 

minutes. Feedback was very strong and all 3 recognised that I had put in a bit of preparation 

and that they were comfortable that I could press ahead. On leaving the room, Anu mentioned 

that rather than using a software application to generate my NetFlow data, I should look to 

get access to a Cisco switch to give the project a more authentic base. I replied by saying that 

if NCI were willing to buy me a switch I would be more than happy to!! However, considering 

that I am paying for a wedding at the moment I doubt I could stretch to that myself!! 

 

Now that the project was ratified, the next major deliverable for the month was the Project 

proposal which was due for submission on October 21st. I had already made a start on this as 

I am keen this year to try to get things completed ahead of the submission dates. There was 

a project proposal template added on Moodle as well as some examples of previous project 

reports etc. This was to give us an idea of what was expected. I write technical documentation 

in my day to day job so am quite confident in my ability to deliver on the suite of 

documentation required. My marks from previous years in this space have been relatively 

good so this is something I was keen to maintain. As opposed to sticking with the pre-

subscribed templates and actually went back and looked at previous project proposals I had 

done since 2nd year. I took all the headings from each as well as those from the Moodle 

template and put them into an excel document (see Appendix II). From here I decided to take 

the best headings and combine them to form the template structure for my proposal 

document. 
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Doing this bit of preparation helped focus my mind on what I intended on putting to paper and 

submitting so I found this a useful exercise. Once this was completed I set to populating the 

document as required and fleshing out each section. In truth, this took me longer than 

anticipated and I probably put more effort into this document than I should have – considering 

it was only worth 5% of the overall mark!! However, I also wanted to hand up something that 

would come close to full marks, gave a strong explanation of my intent and looked 

professional. I created and inserted a Microsoft Project Gantt chart that pretty much spelt out 

the various project phases (as outlined by our project coordinator) and drew out a topology 

of the solution using an online tool called draw.io. I found this tool very useful as not only 

were the icons and the various options of a high quality, but the work and associated changes 

you create can be automatically sync’d to Dropbox – which was very handy. This document 

was due for submission on the 21st of October and was submitted accordingly.  

 

The next key point of the project appeared to be the assignment of our project supervisor. 

Once the college had received the full complement of proposals a list was placed on Moodle 

assigning a project supervisor to each student. There was plenty of discussion among the 

students around the actual function of project supervisors and the potential value they 

could/would add. In truth, the main discussions centered around who people were hoping they 

didn’t get!! I was assigned Manuel Tova Izquierdo and promptly sent him a mail requesting an 

initial sit down. I was careful to list the days I would be available i.e. the days that I would be 

in the college, as some of my colleagues had mentioned that their supervisors got in touch 

and requested that they come to meetings on Mondays, Fridays etc. I felt this was 

unreasonable for evening students and that the supervisors should work around our schedules 

as opposed to the other way around. Thankfully when Manuel got back to me he was more 

than happy to facilitate our meetings on a Thursday, which was greatly appreciated. Our initial 

meeting was originally scheduled for Thursday October 27th, however Manuel dropped me a 

note to advise that it would need to be postponed due to personal reasons. This was completely 

understandable and I hope to sit down with him following the reading week. Having not met 

Manuel previously I am interested to get his feedback on my project proposal document and 

his personal views on my project concept. Hopefully he can offer some constructive feedback 

and ideas/structure(s) that I can potentially incorporate. 

 

In terms of learning and research this month I completed an introductory video on Apache 

Spark which gave me some good insights into how the transformation and action processes 

on data can function. The demos showed this implemented using both Python and Scala. Whilst 

the data platform used was not Horton Works – it was an alternative known as Databricks – 

the fundamental concepts were the same. The presenter in the videos was very knowledgeable 

and broke things down well. This gave me a good starting point and some further confidence 

around the project concepts. My notes from this video can be found attached within the 

appendices. 
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15.1.3. November 

On the whole November was an exceptionally difficult month. Not only was I under severe 

pressure at work, but November seemed to be the month in which most of our CA deliverables 

were due. We had to hand in a Strategic Management project right at the end of October, our 

Project requirements Specification was due on 18/11, we had a CA in Business Data Analytics 

and finally we had to produce a quite exhaustive CA for Business Intelligence and Data 

warehousing. That’s not mentioning the Academic Paper for Security Principles and the Mid-

Point project deliverables for ‘Software project’ – both due early in December. Needless to 

say, time and priority management were key to getting to the end of the month! 

 

In terms of this project directly, the main deliverable was obviously the ‘Requirements 

Specification’ document. To be honest, to this point I had mixed feelings on what was actually 

expected from this deliverable. I had completed multiple RS documents for previous projects 

and had always received strong feedback, however there seemed to be a focus here on 

interviews and marketing strategies that I didn’t really feel was relevant. However, not wanting 

to lose marks, I needed to take this into consideration. At this point I had still yet to meet my 

project supervisor (which itself was quite concerning as we were already past halfway through 

the semester). Thankfully our first meeting was scheduled for Thursday the 10th of November. 

 

I met with my project supervisor, Manuel Tova Izquierdo and my expectation was that I would 

get some feedback on my project proposal and some advice around the best practices for 

completion of my RS and planning for the mid-term report submission. This meeting did not 

go as planned. Manuel explained that he had been very busy and had not had a chance to 

review my proposal, furthermore he was unable to offer much in terms of insight for my RS. 

He did however re-iterate the requirement for me to conduct the previously mentioned 

interviews to display a method of primary research. I argued against their value considering 

it is not likely that I will ever try to sell the end-product, however Manuel pretty much indicated 

that this was a necessity – adding another task to my already long list for November. We 

discussed the requirements for the mid-point presentation and again there seemed to be an 

expectation above what I was planning to deliver. However, I took this on the chin and said I 

would plough on. We agreed to meet again in one week to review my ‘RS’ prior to submission. 

Unfortunately, one week passed and Manuel let me know that he was unavailable to meet. I 

had put a lot of work in the ‘RS’ and would have liked some feedback, however I was forced 

to submit the document ‘Supervisor unseen’. 

 

The following Tuesday, I raised a few concerns with Eamon Nolan, the project coordinator, in 

relation to the Project Supervisor role and the difficulty I had experienced in getting some time 

from Manuel. I explained that I am not overly anxious about the lack of meetings however I 

wanted to ensure that I would get the relevant marks for attempting to arrange the meeting. 

He said this would not be an issue. He was also good enough to step through my RS document 

and give me some feedback and advice for the mid-term submission. Coincidentally I received 

a mail from Manuel that later that week asking if I was available for a conference call. We 

agreed and I took some time out from work to call him @10am. Thankfully we had a very 

good meeting and stepped through my ‘RS’ document as well as holding a detailed discussion 

on expectations for the mid-term presentation which had not been scheduled for Tuesday 
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13/12. We were able to agree the relevant details and discussed the wider scheduling issues. 

I was happy that any concerns I had were ironed out and I could proceed as planned. 

 

In terms of research in November I continued my work around the Apache Spark platform and 

considered my data requirements a little further. I tested some basic functionality on the 

Hortonworks environment and made some hardware changes on my laptop to support the 

environment at an optimum level. I also made an initial attempt at a baseline asp.net front-

end that I could potentially utilise for the proto-type as part of the presentation in December. 

Overall, November was an exceptionally challenging and stressful month, however at the end 

of it I had achieved what was needed and had made some good progress in terms of the 

project and the upcoming deliverables. 

 
15.1.4. December 

As previously mentioned, November was quite a taxing month. This continued into early 

December with my Security Principles Research paper and BI&DW project due on the 4th and 

10th respectively. Whilst I had no problem with the security paper, I never want to see anything 

to do with that BI&DW course again. What I initially thought would be an excellent and relevant 

course was both poorly planned and even more poorly executed. Getting that project done 

was of significant relief and a large weight off my shoulders. However, at that point I realised 

that I needed to start to plan-out the next steps in my project and do some preparation for 

the mid-term presentation. Initially I had been told that the presentation dates were the 19th 

& 20th; however due to lecture availability (or lack thereof) my own was moved to the 13th. 

 

Having discussed this in detail with Manuel, I essentially had to deliver three things: 

1) A strong presentation clearly outlining the Project 

2) A prototype of the end product 

3) Marketing Website (Draft) 

 

Out of the above three, the most challenging would be the prototype itself because at this 

point I had nothing to really ‘prototype’. All of my work thus far had been focussed on getting 

a strong understanding of the back-end infrastructure and constructing the relevant 

documentation in terms of my deliverables. My discussion with Manuel had focussed a lot on 

this and he agreed that once the prototype represented a vision of the end deliverable, it was 

ok to use dummy data as opposed to a working solution. This point made the process easier, 

as effectively all I need to produce was an ASP.net front end with some basic functionality. To 

compliment this, I wanted to demonstrate a draft of my marketing website in order to show 

something additionally tangible on the day. In terms of the delivery of the presentation, my 

understanding of the end goals and the work completed so far (project proposal, SRS, 

technical report) meant that I was relatively comfortable in this space. 

 

I set out a few days and began the process of working through my application build. I have to 

say, compared to documentation and my more recent deliverables in other subjects, I found 

this quite refreshing. To sit back and actually build something took away some of the tedium 

from the past few weeks. Unquestionably, however this process was equally draining. There 

were a number of long nights in getting the application to where I wanted it to be as well as 
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putting in a few hours here and there to create the accompanying website. Those few days 

did not sit well with my other half but in terms of preparation, I was confident that I now had 

enough to present and hopefully gain a good mark from the reviewers. In the end I had 

produced the following for submission/review: 

 

 Technical Report 

 ASP.Net Web Application 

o Login/Registration 

o 4 Navigable Pages 

o SMS Functionality (Click to Text) 

o Sample Graphics 

 Marketing Website (Bootstrap) 

 Mid-Term Presentation (PowerPoint) 

 

On the day of the presentation, I arrived early in order to get everything setup on the local 

classroom PC and to ensure that all of the above were accessible. Thankfully, I had no issues. 

Aside from a small annoyance around the resolution (the website did not render as nicely on 

the college PC), I was able to produce everything fairly easily. I had everything ready to go 

when Manuel arrived but it was only at that point that I realised I had forgotten the printouts 

of both by report and presentation! These were in no way essential, however I always try to 

bring printouts as they tend to look professional and add an additional element to any 

presentation. Unfortunately for me, they were now sitting in the print room of my place of 

work!! I made a point of mentioning this once Eugene McLaughlin (the second reviewer) had 

entered the room; however neither he nor Manuel were overly worried about that aspect. 

 

I started things off with the presentation and ran through each section in quite a bit of detail. 

Both reviewers listened intently and took notes as I went through each slide. There was not 

much interaction apart from the odd question as I moved through and I took this as a good 

thing. I spoke for a good 20 minutes before Manuel asked to see the application. I made of 

point of running the application from Visual Studio in order to demonstrate that it was indeed 

my own code and thankfully, the application started up without issue. I walked through the 

various pages and demonstrated some of my base functionality i.e. printing reports from 

screen, sending a text to my phone and I logged in under my own account. We then moved 

through the marketing website, where both Manuel and Eugene got a laugh out of me including 

them in the ‘Contact Us’ page – complete with their pictures stolen from LinkedIn! At this point 

I completed the presentation and opened the floor to questions. 

 

Eugene asked a pointed question relating to the legal side of putting such an application into 

a live environment and the direct repercussions of a failure. I responded by speaking to the 

requirement for a detailed contract, master services agreement and SLA which would map out 

in no uncertain terms the functionality, penalties etc. I thought this was an excellent question 

and something I had not prepared form. However, through my job, I have experience in this 

space and was happy with my retort. Manuel focussed on my future plans how I was structured 

in relation to implementation. I spoke around my requirement to get a single stream of 

information flowing and to work from that point. I truly believe that once I have one stream 

working, the rest will follow quite quickly. From a feedback perspective, that was it. Both were 
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very complimentary and thankfully, that was reflected in the strong mark that I received. I 

took a break from the project for the remainder of the month as it was now time to focus on 

birthdays (my own and my daughters on the 18th), Christmas, as well as the upcoming January 

exams. 

 
15.1.5. January 

Following my presentation, I only had my second Business Data Analysis CA to submit before 

I finished the semester. I got this finished and submitted prior to the deadline so was happy 

to put my college work to bed until after Christmas. January began as it always does – Exams! 

Leaving all college work until after Christmas was pretty much a necessity (I was shattered) 

but coming into January that feeling of dread was kicking in regarding the exams. I had 

focused purely on my day job in the run up to Christmas and now looking through notes etc. 

I realized I had an uphill battle to get through everything. In truth, this has been the same 

every Christmas time. I find it difficult to get back into college work after Christmas and it is 

almost cruel to have exams so quickly after the break. 

 

We had received our timetables well in advance and in truth I was not overly happy with what 

I saw! We had the dreaded Business intelligence and Data Warehousing up first and then the 

following week we had 3 exams in 4 days! You would think the college could have spaced 

them out a little better, however after 4 years I have given up on looking for method to their 

madness!! The exams were not easy, actually they were more difficult than I could have 

expected. I got through them but was thoroughly exhausted throughout. I genuinely struggled 

with a post Xmas hangover and studying was more of a chore than any other year I can 

remember. It didn’t help that I was not a big fan of the subjects but I genuinely found it 

difficult to get the right level of motivation. 

 

On getting through the exams you always get a welcome break before returning to class. This 

year it was only a week, but it still felt good to take some time to decompress. Soon after the 

exams the timetables arrived and I noted that we had a total of 3 modules alongside the 

project. This was one less than last semester so in theory should present me with a better 

opportunity to focus an appropriate amount of time on my project. Bar one subject (Business 

Data Analysis II), the semester looked heavily theory based and after taking the other two 

subjects (Business process Management & Information Systems Management) I could 

definitely confirm that. I was shocked at the IMS module as it seemed a very strange one for 

4th year students. We had a similar module in first year called ‘Management Foundations of 

information Systems’ and I feared this was going to be a repeat of same. Thus, far I believe 

that will be the case. The content appears to be quite basis and focused on things we have 

learned previously. Laughably, the lecturer actually asked us if we were 1st years when I 

attended the first class!! I decided that rather than sulk, I would just put the head down and 

get through everything. After all, I can see the light at the end of the tunnel now. 4 more 

months of hard work and it’s all over!! This is a shorted entry than usual and reflects the level 

of work completed in January outside of exams!! Let’s hope February is more productive!! 
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15.1.6. February 

February rolled around and to be honest it was at this point that I really started to think about 

my project. Although I was happy with my progress before Christmas – and the marks I had 

received thus far – I had a nagging feeling that there was a lot of work to do in order to 

successfully deliver on my commitments!! The month started with us getting our results for 

Semester1 – as usual as I was a little disappointed. Some of my results where expected but I 

was shocked at my Business Data Analysis exam result as I had done very well in the CA’s. 

My overall average was still close to where it needed to be but that result really grated me. I 

spoke to a few people in the college about a review but didn’t seem to be getting anywhere. 

Rather than focus on the negative I decided to move forward and just focus on the coming 

months and the new subjects. If necessary I could look to get this reviewed at the year’s end. 

 

I started out this month with best intentions and some real determination to get my project 

moving. Things unfortunately didn’t really go to plan. We were given a tough CA in ‘Advanced 

Business Data Analysis’ and this required a significant amount of time and effort. Coupled with 

an increasing workload in my day-job, finding time to really work on my project was proving 

increasingly difficult. Furthermore, the whole project supervisor idea was causing its own 

issues! Neither myself nor Manuel could agree on a time/date to hold some catch-up meetings. 

Times that suited him were typically during my working hours and times that suited me were 

typically when he was not in the college. In the end, we agreed – over email – that rather 

than hassle each other for meetings, I would instead send him some regular email 

communications updating him on my progress. So long as this did not affect the project marks 

I felt very comfortable with this approach! It was a bit of a relief to get this one sorted as 

these engagements are worth 5% and at this stage of the year, every mark counts. 

 

As mentioned, I spent a significant amount of the month working through another CA, however 

the one area I did focus on in terms of my project was planning out some tasks and getting 

very clear in my head what the associated timelines for each one amounted to. With only a 

few months left I felt that actual tasks breakdowns and prioritisations were essential to me 

actually structuring out the required workload. Items that I took into consideration were as 

follows: 

 

 Configuring the IDE environment (Eclipse) 

o Installing the application 

o Configuring environment variables 

o Testing 

o Etc. 

 Creating a dedicated GitHub Repository 

o Java Code 

o Bootstrap Code 

o Version Control 

 Creating a localised Spark Streaming Session 

o Generating of RDD’s 

o Filtering Operations 

o Transformation Operations 
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 Transferring localised Sessions to HortonWorks 

 Marketing Website  

o Finalise Look/Feel 

o Create Marketing Video 

o Test Amazon S3 Hosting Service 

 

The above are some of the high-level items I collated and towards the end of the month, these 

tasks (and more) were uploaded to an online Trello account. Trello is an open source, online 

tool for the KanBan project management methodology. As mentioned, I felt that the 

prioritisation of tasks was essential and uploading them into Trello allowed me to categorise 

and manage tasks in real-time. 

 

Before the month ended I successfully created my development environment (I had never 

actually used Eclipse before!!!) and tested several sample Spark Streaming applications on 

my local environment. At this point, my aim is to complete and end to end stream of NetFlow 

data before the end of the month. If I can complete this task I will be very well position to 

deliver on my initial requirements specification. Till next month….. 

 
15.1.7. March 

Coming into this month I had a bit of momentum following some solid work in the previous 

week. It had been a long time since I had coded in Java – and even at that we were only really 

doing the basics – so to get some basic code up and running on Apache Spark was certainly a 

positive step. The next key milestone was to apply this to my project and actually write some 

code to read in and manipulate/filter a live ‘NetFlow’ packet. As usual with programming, my 

initial enthusiasm was soon drained out of me!!!! I had done a lot of studying around NetFlow 

so was comfortable that I understood the layout of the packets and the information that I 

needed to acquire. Parsing the live packet however became quite a task. I have mentioned 

previously that in order to simulate NetFlow traffic I would be using a software based NetFlow 

generator (Paessler NetFlow Generator). I set about creating an instance of this generator and 

using Wireshark to identify the traffic as it was being generated. I ran into the following issues 

– which I thankfully resolved: 

 

1) Aiming packets at the localhost will not show up on Wireshark!! 

2) Selecting UDP packets will only show you specific UDP data (not necessarily NetFlow) 

3) NetFlow packets within Wireshark must be decoded using ‘CFLOW’ protocol 

 

Below are some screen shots of NetFlow packets successfully being picked up within 

WireShark: 
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Below is a deeper breakdown a one of these packets (also within Wireshark): 

 

 

 

Whilst the above seem like small items, understanding the issues, validating them and finally 

getting to a point where I could identify and visualise a successful packet delivery (as above) 

was quite tedious! Once I got over that hump however it did allow me to understand the 

packet structure, the byte layout etc. This gave me my initial starting point for how I could 

write code to read and stream the packets in an appropriate manner. One thing I did already 

know was that there is plenty of information out there in relation to Apache Spark streaming 

so I set about googling similar tasks/problems and reading through ‘Stack Overflow’ etc. I was 

able to find some coding examples that were quite similar in terms of receiving stream of data. 

I then set about manipulating these and writing my own code the tailor it to the type of data 

I would be sending through. A basic NetFlow packet is broken up into a ‘Header’ and a 

subsequent ‘Flow data’ as shown below: 
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The challenge was to read in a stream of this data and to ensure that I could break it up into 

its constituent parts. As below (taken from Eclipse), I have successfully ingested a stream 

from the NetFlow generator, split it into its relevant bytes and printed the information: 

 

 

The next challenge in this space will be to filter the information according to what I want to 

take out, inject this data into an object and successfully insert an entry into a SQL database 

(that should be challenging!!). To this point I have a working connection from Java to SQL 

Server using a ‘JDBC’ connector and will be focused on developing this in the coming weeks. 

 

In parallel I set about building and launching my proposed Marketing Website. I had created 

the site locally for the purposes of my mid-point presentation and was happy with this as a 

starting point. However, I had not really looked at it since and aside from wanting to update 
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it (social media, color schemes etc.) I also needed to look at migrating it to a live environment. 

I had set out in my mid-point report that I would use Amazon S3 to host the site – however 

in truth I had done very little investigation into how I would go about this. I had heard however 

that it was quite intuitive. I set about creating an AWS account within the Amazon environment 

and followed a detailed YouTube video around the ‘static website creation’ process. Thankfully, 

this was indeed quite trivial. Apart from the tedium of uploading every single file (css, images, 

bootstrap etc.), once I navigated my way through the site, the layout and the concept of AWS 

‘buckets’ I was able to generate the site online and create a home page: 

 

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/www.sosthreatanalytics.com/Index.html 

 

Whilst not the most attractive web address it will do for the moment. There are options to 

change this and create my own DNS and I will look to do this once I have finished updating 

the site. Whilst it was quite handy to do in the end, this was another good milestone to get 

through. Regardless of updating the sites look & feel, the next remaining challenge in this 

space is around the concept of SEO. I am probably not going to look into this too much until 

next month; however, it will be another good addition to the site and is something I certainly 

plan on completing. 

 

In terms of ongoing project management, I mentioned last month that I had created a ‘Trello’ 

account for project management and task prioritization. Whilst I was comfortable with Trello 

I was able to acquire a free license for a better application – Kanban Flow – so I have since 

migrated my task list across. Again, I feel it is important to visualise my tasks and 

appropriately manage their priorities in order to ensure that my focus is right each day/week. 

There are only a few weeks left and with another outstanding CA and 3 exams – it would be 

easy to lose focus. 

 

Aside from all of the above, I attended a project class with Eamon Nolan in which we were 

directed to updating an online profile giving some high-level information about our projects. 

We also had our pictures taken and were asked to create a LinkedIn page. I already had an 

existing page for work purposes, so was able to re-use this one. I updated the profile page 

almost immediately in order to get this out of the way. Furthermore, we are now required to 

create a marketing poster for the project – this is due 08/05. I will start to think about that at 

some stage next week. All in all it has been a successful month in relation to the project and 

I feel that I have made some good progress. There is still an incredible amount of work to be 

done and it’s going to be very tight to deliver a final project that I believe is in line with 

expectations. I am however determined to put as much effort as possible into the remaining 

weeks and to put my best foot forward. After 4 years of effort to this point, it would be stupid 

not to! 

  

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/www.sosthreatanalytics.com/Index.html
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15.2 Project Plan 
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15.3 Requirements Elicitation – Questionnaires 

 

  

Question Response Comments

Can you describe your current job role & responsibilities Yes

I am currently employed in Goodbody, where I work as a Service Delivery specialist. This is a 

challenging and broad role where I have responsibilities in Vendor management, Incident 

management and take a lead role in internal business Relationship Management program. I am also 

part of the firm's BCM team. I have been operating in this role since mid 2011.

Can you give a brief overview of your previous experience in the industry? Yes

I was originally employed in Accenture as and IT analyst, I moved to AIB to perform a similar role. I 

worked in support in both the ROI and Capital Markets groups respectively. I moved to Goodbody in 

2011.

Do you have experience in networking - security, monitoring or otherwise Yes

I am responsible for the oversight and governance of our infrastructure managed service provider. 

Part of that involves the management and availability of the underlying WAN & LAN infrastructure. It 

is critical that I understand the various components of this configuration as well as the risks 

associated with it. Network monitoring is something we work closely with the vendor on.

Have you read the Project Proposal? Yes I completed a review of the project proposal  in advance of this meeting as requested.

Do you understand the core concept and goals of this project? Yes I understand the core concepts and overall aim of the project.

As a user what are the fundamental requirements/functionality you would expect to be 

delivered
N/A

User Login, Alerting and notifications, charts and graphics if possible. I would also like the ability to 

contact support if I have an issue

Do you understand the technologies? Yes
I am not familiar with the back-end infrastructure and have no development background to speak of. 

The technologies are familiar to me by name through my work in the industry.

Have you any previous experience with these technologies? Yes
I have no previous experience in using these technologies - from a development perspective. 

However from a user perspective I would have encountered many ASP.net front-end applications

Do you agree with the approach from a technology perspective? Yes

Not being overly familiar with the technologies hampers me a little in terms of challenging the 

approach, however the proposal outlines the purpose of the technologies well and the overall 

approach appears to be sound and well thought-out.

Do you feel there is a market for this project? Yes

The proposal document makes a clear case for the requirement of monitoring on the underlying 

network and as such I believe the market would be there. I look forward to getting a look at the 

product and evaluating whether or not it would be something that could be put to use in a 

functioning enterprise environment.

Is this something you would purchase / be interested in? Yes Potentially, but it will depend on the level of detail provided.

Would you be willing to be a 'software tester for an early version of this application? Yes Yes, I would be very interested and would be strongly engaged if I get an opportunity to evaluate

User Interview - Greg Shelly: IT Service Delivery Specialist
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Question Response Comments

Can you describe your current job role & responsibilities Yes

I work in a network operations team in BNY Mellon. I am responsible for a team of people that cover 

the network operations centre. Responsibilities include incident management and service availability 

reporting. I also work closely with the network security team.

Can you give a brief overview of your previous experience in the industry? Yes
Prior to this I worked in operations in Pershing - a BNY mellon company. My roles there included IT 

Relationship Management and IT Support

Do you have experience in networking - security, monitoring or otherwise Yes
This is the basis of my current role in BNY Mellon. Managing the integrity of our networks includes 

service monitoring, liaising with security teams and creation of relevant service statistics etc.

Have you read the Project Proposal? Yes Completed in advance of this questionnaire

Do you understand the core concept and goals of this project? Yes Completely, again this type of activity/technology is something I am around on a day to day basis

As a user what are the fundamental requirements/functionality you would expect to be 

delivered
N/A

As this is an online site I would obviously like a URL that is accessible and always available. I would 

like my own user account and ability to change mobile numbers etc. for notifications. The application 

should be easy to use and present the relevant details to the user in a clear manner. I owuld be 

interested in seeing volumes or port hits (particularly unsecure ports) and volume reports that owuld 

alert after a certain threshold is hit.

Do you understand the technologies? Yes
I am unfamiliar with the HortonWorks data platform and have little knowledge of database 

technologies, however I understand the role of each component in the overall solution

Have you any previous experience with these technologies? Yes

I am familiar with network monitoring software as I would come across various types through my role 

in BNY Mellon. We have previously used technologies such as solarwinds, Cat Tools etc. I was also 

aware of the NetFlow protocol used by Cisco devices

Do you agree with the approach from a technology perspective? Yes
The proposal breaks it out pretty clearly and provided the technologies can talk to each other within 

the Azure Cloud, the platform as a whole seems to make a lot of sense.

Do you feel there is a market for this project? Yes

I would be interested to see the final product as I do believe there is a market for this if it was to be 

marketed in the right manner. A lot of these tools tend to be expensive and overly complex. A 

lightweight and cheaper alternative could corner a large piece of the market if promoted right.

Is this something you would purchase / be interested in? Yes

See above, not sure if it would suit a large scale environment but the idea is something I would 

certainly recommend and encourage. Longer term development and funding could enhance 

functionality and change all of that.

Would you be willing to be a 'software tester for an early version of this application? Yes Absolutely

User Interview - Ian Dempsey: Network Management
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Question Response Comments

Can you describe your current role & responsibilities Yes
I am currently employed in London doing contract work on various projects with 'Transport for 

London'

Can you give a brief overview of your previous experience in the industry? Yes

I've held various roles over the years including application support in AIB, IT Service Desk in Norwich 

Union, IT Service Delivery in Goodbody, application development in Aegon and this is my 2nd stint in 

Transport for London. I also worked as IT Manager for Arriva in London.

Do you have experience in networking - security, monitoring or otherwise Yes

The only role that I was directly involved in Network security and monitoring when during my time in 

Arriva. As IT manager I was a jack of all trades and so became quite familiar with the networks team 

and the tools they utilised.

Have you read the Project Proposal? Yes Completed.

Do you understand the core concept and goals of this project? Yes I do.

As a user what are the fundamental requirements/functionality you would expect to be 

delivered
N/A

I would like the ability to create multiple accounts so that the application could be accessible for a 

number of users in a team. If certain users could only see certain elements that would also be 

preferable. The application should be user friendly and have a consistent look and feel. As a team 

leader I would like to be able to create and mange each account

Do you understand the technologies? Yes

The proposal details a list of technologies and I have done some quick research on what I was not 

familiar with. The front-end application and underlying database elements would be very familiar to 

me. In saying that I have not worked in an organisation that used a valid NoSQL implementation.

Have you any previous experience with these technologies? Yes

I have extensive experience with ASP.net as I have worked in development teams that produced 

internal web applications utilising this MVC framework. Similarly I would have a lot of experience in 

relational database via SQL server. The HortonWorks platform and Apache Spark elements I would 

not have encountered.

Do you agree with the approach from a technology perspective? Yes

Having not worked with a NoSQL database it would be great if that part could be cut out and the 

data could be streamed directly to SQL server. However not being familiar with the HDP platform I am 

unsure of how this would work. Aside from that the approach appears to be very well structured.

Do you feel there is a market for this project? Yes

Yes, security and network security in particular is becoming ever more topical in all aspects of 

business. The more information we can glean for the network the more aware we become to threats 

etc.

Is this something you would purchase / be interested in? Yes Yes, the notifications are particularly of interest to me.

Would you be willing to be a 'software tester for an early version of this application? Yes No problem

User Interview - Chris Moran: IT Project Management and Application Support
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Question Response Comments

Can you describe your current role & responsibilities Yes

I currently operate as a SQL Developer for Fidelity Investments, located in Galway. My role is to work 

with the DBA and local development team to manage and maintain the database estate whilst 

performing extensive MIS reporting in line with internal business requirements

Can you give a brief overview of your experience in technology business to this point? Yes

My first role in technology was in Goodbody. I was part of the IT Operations team, responsible for the 

administration and governance of all application access levels. From there I moved into the 

development team within the same IT department. My focus was on MIS reporting and I worked with 

the local DBA. I left in 2013 to join Fidelity in a similar role

Do you have experience in networking - security, monitoring or otherwise Yes Not directly but working in IT I am aware of the terminology and necessity to manage the network

Have you read the Project Proposal? Yes I have.

Do you understand the core concept and goals of this project? Yes Yes, this is quite clearly explained.

As a user what are the fundamental requirements/functionality you would expect to be 

delivered
N/A

 - User Registration & Login

 - Alerting & Notification (text would be ideal)

 - Ability to change my profile (alerting details)

 - A page per category i.e. ports, volumes, protocols etc.

 - A clear and navigable layout

Do you understand the technologies? Yes
I am very familiar with the database technologies - more so the SQL server element but I would not 

be familiar with the others

Have you any previous experience with these technologies? Yes
I've used Microsoft Azure as we have access via our organisational accounts and as above I use SQL 

server and other such technologies quite regularly. 

Do you agree with the approach from a technology perspective? Yes
The approach appears to be thought through and there is a logical flow to the end goal. The back-

end is quite intriguing from a technology perspective

Do you feel there is a market for this project? Yes Yes, I believe there could be.

Is this something you would purchase / be interested in? Yes
Not personally but I would certainly know of a number of companies that are not managing their 

internal network and that could utilise this level of monitoring

Would you be willing to be a 'software tester for an early version of this application? Yes Yes

User Interview - Donal Mackey: SQL Developer
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Question Response Comments

Can you describe your current role & responsibilities Yes

I'm currently employed in Goodbody as senior Java Developer and Solutions Architect within the IT 

department. I am responsible for the online trading website and all interfaces between our OMS 

Trading system and back-end settlement and clearing system. I also have lead roles in Security and 

mobile technologies.

Can you give a brief overview of your previous experience in the industry? Yes

I have worked as a contractor for many years developing java applications and managing front-end 

enterprise websites. I have worked in secure development focussing on web security standards such 

OWASP and Mitre. I am also a certified ethical hacker.

Do you have experience in networking - security, monitoring or otherwise Yes

I have extensive experience in technology and whilst not working in a network management role I 

am very well up to speed on network security and the associated pitfalls. I have worked with tools 

such as Alert Logic in the past

Have you read the Project Proposal? Yes I reviewed the proposal in detail as this is an area in which I would have a keen interest

Do you understand the core concept and goals of this project? Yes I have a strong understanding of the project concept and end goals

As a user what are the fundamental requirements/functionality you would expect to be 

delivered
N/A

• Administration: Create an Account, Login, Update user details

• Navigation: simple & intuitive, multiple pages (per protocol, port etc.)

• Alerting: text messaging as well as email alerts

• Monitoring: traffic analysis by volume, port, malicious IP

• Reporting: I would like to see an ability to create reports to excel i.e. maybe in '.csv' format

I'm not sure what the time limitations will be considering this is a college project but to me the above 

is desirable. If you could have different access levels for users that would be a plus.

Do you understand the technologies? Yes

I am familiar with all aspects of the technologies in use and have previously researched 'Apache 

Spark' as part of a NoSQL project I was engaged in. I was not initially familiar with the Horton Works 

data platform, however on reading the proposal I have researched and understand its function in the 

overall environment. I am familiar with ASP.net however I would not be an active developer in this 

space.

Have you any previous experience with these technologies? Yes

As a developer, I have obviously engaged with front-end applications and back-end databases 

extensively. I have experience in the majority of current programming languages e.g. java, c#, ruby 

on rails, python, Scala etc. Whilst not a massive fan of the ASP.NET MVC platform - or MVC's in 

general, I can understand the choice of tool here considering your experience levels and previous 

college work. As I am responsible for the Goodbody website, I have previously evaluated NoSQL 

databases with a view to planning for the future and presumed increases in traffic & data 

consumption.

Do you agree with the approach from a technology perspective? Yes

Broadly I would agree with the structure and in particular the Cloud Hosting aspect. As previously 

mentioned I am not a fan of ASP.net but once you can achieve your goals it should be more than fit 

for purpose

Do you feel there is a market for this project? Yes
It will be interesting to see how the project develops but the core concept is certainly something that 

would be attracive to companies looking to learn more about their network activity

Is this something you would purchase / be interested in? Yes

There are alternatives on the market and I appreciate that time is limited in terms of turning around 

an enterprise ready version of this application! With further development and a focus on security, 

user segregation etc. this could be a very viable product. However it would require significant 

investment and resourcing to reach that point.

Would you be willing to be a 'software tester for an early version of this application? Yes

User Interview - Danny O'Callaghan: Java Developer & Solutions Architect


